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The IBMA’s Big
Bluegrass Gig
at Nashville!
And the CBA
Was There!
By Larry Kuhn
The International Bluegrass
Music Association (IBMA) just
concluded another incredibly
successful “World of Bluegrass”
international convention and
“FanFest” indoor festival last
week at the Nashville Convention Center and Renaissance Hotel, the event’s host hotel. Based
on last year’s figures and this
year’s huge crowd, attendance
surely exceeded 15,000 people
from every corner of the bluegrass music business and from
countries around the world.
It was exhilarating! It was
informative! It was fun! It was
filled with quality seminars,
IBMA showcase band performances, and exciting FanFest
stage performances from just
about every top gun bluegrass
band performing today. Additionally, there were so many
wonderful opportunities to
learn, to grow, to perform, and
to meet many people from
around the world and from every aspect of bluegrass music! It
was entirely appropriate that the
California Bluegrass Association
made its presence known to the
international bluegrass music
community there. And we did
it with style, grace, and won the
admiration of many.
As in previous years, the
CBA contributed to the overall
success of the event in several
ways. We hosted two simultaneous after-hours showcase
venues in which 52 different

SuperGrass Headliners are IBMA Award Winners
By Craig Wilson & Hal Johnson
It is very gratifying to be able
to book IBMA award winning
bluegrass acts into our festival. Of
course, we didn’t know who was
going to be in the winner’s circle at
IBMA this year, but we did know
we have a star studded line-up of
national touring bands, as well
as stellar regional and California
bands.
Rounder recording group The
Grascals took home the top award
for Entertainer of the Year at the

17th Annual International Bluegrass Music Awards, held last night
at the Grand Ole Opry House. The
win came just two years after the
band introduced itself to the bluegrass world, and one year after they
were named Emerging Artist of the
Year and received the Song of the
Year award for “Me and John and
Paul.” As Entertainer of the Year,
the group is in the distinguished
company of previous winners including the Del McCoury Band,
Rhonda Vincent & The Rage, Alison Krauss & Union Station and
Cherryholmes. All, we might add,
bands that regularly visit CBA festival stages.
“This is a dream come true for
us,” said band vocalist and guitarist Jamie Johnson on accepting the
award. “We were all sidemen first,
and we learned from all of our
heroes and mentors who started
as sidemen--people like Flatt &
Scruggs, the Osborne Brothers, the
Del McCoury Band, Ricky Skaggs
and Doyle Lawson. We re thrilled

to have the chance to play the music we love and be accepted for
what we do.”
The Grascals also shared in
Album of the Year honors for their
contribution to Celebration of
Life: Musicians Against Childhood
Cancer. Other Supergrass 2007
performers featured on this recording are J.D. Crowe and the New
South and the Kenny & Amanda
Smith Band.

Michael Cleveland & Flame
Keeper were honored in the Instrumental Album of the Year for,
Let ‘Er Go Boys. Cleveland also
won the prize in 2004 for “Live At
The Raged Edge.” Not stopping at
Album of the Year, Cleveland was
named 2006 Fiddle Player of the
Year, a fourth trophy to add to his
collection
Continued on A-3

Above:
The Grascals won IBMA’s
Entertainers of the Year
Award and were part of the
Album of the Year, Celebration of Life: Musicians
Against Childhood Cancers
Top left:

Michael Cleveland and his
band Flamekeeper won
Instrumental Album of the
Year
Left:
The Kenny and Amanda
Smith Band were part of the
Album of the Year, Celebration of Life:
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Are you part
of the CBA
team?

Last Name
First Name
Spouse:
Last Name
First Name
____________________  ____________________                    __________________  ______________________
Address __________________________________  Chil(ren) __________________________________________
City ____________________________ State _______ Zip __________ Year of Birth __________________
Phone __________________________ Email: _______________________________
Membership Categories:
Single Membership
$20.00
With Spouse/other added
$25.00
Children 12-18 (non-voting) $1.00 each
Children 12-18 (voting)
$10.00 each
Band Memberships
Out of State Only
(3-5 Members)
$35.00

Membersip includes 12 issues of the Bluegrass Breakdown, and discount
prices for all CBA sponsored festivals and concerts. Band memberships
available for out-of-state bands. Each member is entitled to one copy of
the publication. Please write names and addresses on a seperate sheet of
paper.

Please sign me up for the following:
_____ Single - 1 vote for _____ year(s) @$20
_____ Couple - 2 votes for _____ year(s) @$25
_____ Add ____ non-voting Children @$1 each
_____ Add ____ voting Children @$10 each
Children’s names and birthdates: __________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
If Senior Citizens (65 and over), please list birth years:
____________________________________________

____ New ____ Renewal of Member #_____________
Membership Total
$________________
Kids on Bluegrass Fund
$________________
CBA Heritage Fund
$________________
Kids Instrument Lending
Library Donation
$________________
TOTAL ENCLOSED
$________________
Please make checks payable to California Bluegrass Association
(CBA). Heritage Fund donations are tax deductable.
Mail to:
CBA Membership Vice President Carolyn Faubel
P.O. Box 690730
Stockton, Ca 95269-0730
For information, call 530-741-1259
or email CBAMembership@syix.com

Volunteer!
Contact Rosanna:

rosanna@

youngconstruction.

com
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Five bucks more to belong to the
world’s best bluegrass association

By Rick Cornish
California Bluegrass Association membership fees will increase
as of January 1, 2007. Fees will go
up five dollars…..from $20 to $25
for a single membership and from
$25 to $30 for a couple membership. Children’s membership prices
will remain at $1 for non-voting
teens (13-18), and $10 for voting
teens (13-18).
So, why the increase? The
short answer is, we need the money. The long answer’s a little more
complicated. For many years the
revenue generated by our annual
Fathers Day Festival (the difference
between what the event costs and
what we brought in ticket sales)
has supported our other activities
throughout the year. Surprisingly
for some, the revenue generated
from membership dues falls short
of paying the bills for the Bluegrass Breakdown newspaper, much
less the other costs associated with
running a non-profit organization.
So when ticket sales more or less
peaked some years back but Grass

Valley costs continued to creep up,
the board of directors began eyeing
an increase in dues.
Then last year happened. Basically a double whammy. First, we
risked money on a new venture, the
SuperGrass Festival in Bakersfield,
and ended up losing about $25K.
The board knew there was risk
and in fact figured that to get the
major new event going we’d need
to look at a subsidy early on. But
what none of us predicted was a
sharp decline in overall ticket sales
at the Thirty-First Annual Fathers
Day Festival. For the first time in
the Association’s history, Grass Valley actually lost money. We think
the primary reason was the sharp
increase in gas prices. This is substantiated by the fact that music
festival attendance was down in
2006 nation-wide. But whatever
the reason, it was a shocker. Very
sobering.
Fortunately the CBA has always maintained a decent reserve
for dealing with an unexpected
turn of events, but obviously there’s
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a need to look across our entire operation to see where revenues can
be increased and expenditures can
be pared back. Membership dues,
which have historically been set
very, very low, were an obvious first
step toward making up the difference. Beyond that, we’re looking
at a second SuperGrass that’s been
re-vamped to increase tickets sales;
we’re taking some pretty dramatic
steps to ensure that attendance at
the Fathers Day Festival becomes
robust once again; and we’ve
pulled together a small group of
board members and a few others
who will create a longer-range fiscal plan to present to the full board
at its November meeting.
So, what can you, our members, do to help with the problem?
First, you may want to consider renewing your membership for five
years instead of one prior to January 1st. This will save you some
money over the next five years,
place your name in a drawing for
that beautiful D18V Martin Guitar donated by the 5th String in
Berkeley and provide the Association with some added revenue in
the short term. Second, you can
make sure you buy your tickets
for SuperGrass and Fathers Day
early…..and then help a friend or
relative or co-worker or the friendly grocery checker at SAV-MART
decide it’s time to go to their first
bluegrass festival….either the one
inside, at the nice hotel in Bakersfield, or the one out-of-doors, in
the beautiful Mother Lode pine
forest. Or both.
So there you have it. It’s gonna
cost you five bucks more to belong
to the best bluegrass association in
the world. Not too bad if you look
at it that way.
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Award winners at
Supergrass

Continued from A-1
For those who were present at
the Fathers’ Day Festival in Grass
Valley this past June, you won’t forget the Michael Cleveland – Audie
Blalock band performance. The
drive of their band was the talk of
the festival. We had a chance to visit with Michael and Audie to quiz

warranted, from “Flame-keeper” to
“Flame-thrower.”
So yes, we have some great
award-winning talent lined up for
you. In fact, the whole festival lineup is remarkable. All of these bands
are at the top of the bluegrass game
and work very hard to bring you
some of the finest music in the
world – BLUEGRASS!
Here’s our SuperGrass February
2007 lineup:

•
•

Supergrass Star J.D. Crowe
and his band The New South
share the IBMA
Album of the Year Award
them on how their “drive” came
together. Audie explained that
playing with Jimmy Martin had a
huge impact on appreciating the
importance of keeping the beat in
a “consistent grove.” Bill Monroe
remarked many times about the
importance of “keeping the beat.”
Well, Michael and Audie’s band
does it in spades. We think a small
modification in the band name is

The Grascals
Michael Cleveland
and Flame Keeper
featuring Audie
Blalock
• JD Crowe and the
New South
• The Isaacs
• Kenny & Amanda
Smith Band
• John Reischman &
The Jaybirds
• Laurie Lewis and The
Right Hands
• Chris Hillman &
Herb Pedersen
• Special Consensus
• Foghorn String Band
• High Country
• The Bluegrass   
Brothers
And Featuring …The
Nashville Mandolin Ensemble

Do not miss this great event. February 1-4, Bakersfield, California,
at the Rabobank Convention Center – California’s Premier Indoor
Bluegrass Festival.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK

This month: CBA VEEP Report on IBMA Activities - By the First Husband, Bruno Brandli
With feet back on the ground
after a week of Bluegrass heaven at
the International Bluegrass Music Association Fest in Nashville,
I will try to sum up the high and
the low of this week long, unique
and exhausting indoor circus.
The 20-minute ride from the
airport reveals Nashville as a very
green and different kind of environment from our fair state. The
old Davy Crockett line went “Born

on a mountaintop in Tennessee,
Greenest state in the land of the
free,” as some of us can remember
from Mickey Mouse Club days.
Well, it’s true. People in Nashville
talk funny too, lots of “Y’alls, thank
yous and yes sirs”. Seems everyone
was out to make us feel welcome.
The hotel and convention center is right in the middle of a redeveloped downtown, with lots of
empty parking lots amidst historic
buildings
(like the
Ryman
Auditorium, site of
the original Grand
Old Opry)
and newer
and ugly,
high rise
o f f i c e
buildings (the
Gotham
styled
Southwest
Missy Raines and Tim Stafford celebrate their IBMA Bell building right
awards in the CBA suite.
Photo: Darby Brandli

out of a Batman comic book).
Down the street from the convention is fabled Lower Broadway,
a section of historic brick buildings
that includes Tootsies Bar, Gruen
Guitars, Ernest Tubb record shop ,
more bars and small retail. Mostly
loud and electric country rock
sounds pound ears of tourist walking the street. The feeling is a cross
between Telegraph Ave and Haight
Ashbury as one tries to fathom
the mystique of this legendary
strip of American Music history.
Fortunately, for the weary
CBA travelers, there is no mystery inside the hotel and convention center. The music is real, not
rock and roll, and is in every suite,
lobby, hotel room, main stage, side
stage, workshop and restroom.
The great Jim Mills warming up his
banjo in a restroom aside a small
stage area before he goes on. Tim
O’Brien, just off a performance on
the big stage with Hot Rize, and
winner of IBMA’s male vocalist
of the year, jamming with a group
of five teenagers in a hallway and
singing “Handsome Molly.” Ronnie Bowman, Dan Paisley, the

Bluegrass GospelFest to
Cap-off SuperGrass Event
By Craig Wilson & Hal Johnson
Gospel music has always been
an integral component of the Bluegrass genre and at SuperGrass 2007
we are placing the focus on Gospel
for our final day, Sunday, February 4. The day will be designated
“Bluegrass GospelFest”, featuring
a strong corps of Bluegrass acts
that will perform in a primarily
Gospel format. We are scheduling our main stage performances
to be friendly to the local church
crowd. First of all, we have made
Bluegrass Gospel Fest affordable
to the local community by pricing tickets for the day at $20, and
discount coupons are planned
to make it even more affordable.
Secondly, we are presenting the
heart of our lineup from about the
noon hour to mid-afternoon so that
local folks can attend without missing services at their own churches,
although a wonderful chapel service
will be offered Sunday morning at

the Holiday Inn Ballroom stage.
Last but not least, our Bluegrass Gospel Fest lineup is a stellar
array of award winning Bluegrass
and Gospel performers that you
should not miss. The afternoon
performance will include Lost
Highway, a seasoned touring band
based in Southern California who
have performed all over North
America, Europe, and the Middle
East. Featuring the strong ballad
singing of guitarist, Ken Orrick and
noted for impeccable harmonies
and instrumental work, Lost Highway is sure to be a crowd pleaser.
We are also proud to have as a
part of Bluegrass Gospel Fest, the
Kenny and Amanda Smith band
from Virginia. Folks will remember Kenny as the award winning
guitarist who was a mainstay in
the Lonesome River Band. Kenny and his wife Amanda formed
their own great band a few years
ago that features Amanda’s strong

The Isaacs headline the Supergrass GospelFest celebration

vocals and extremely “hot picking” by each band member. Gospel music has been important to
the Smiths and has been featured
in many of their performances.
Headlining Bluegrass Gospel
Fest is the multiple award winning family group, The Isaacs,
who are perhaps best known for
their involvement in the Gaither
Family Homecoming videos and
tours. There is little wonder why
the Gaithers have chosen to include the Isaacs as a part of their
entourage. With strong Christian
testimony combined with stunning
vocalizing and instrumental prowess, the Isaacs promise to “knock
the socks off” the Bluegrass Gospel
Fest crowd and simply should not
be missed. Awards recently given to
the Isaacs at the 2006 Front Porch
Fall Bluegrass Awards include the
Favorite Group Award. Additionally, Becky Isaacs Bowman received
the Favorite Female Artist Award,
while Ben Isaacs was awarded the
Favorite Male Artist. Also, at the
recent SGN Scoops Diamond
Awards, The Isaacs were honored
as the Bluegrass Gospel Artist of
the Year, while Sonya Isaacs took
home the Female Vocalist Award.
Come a runnin’ to the GospelFest on Sunday, February 4,
2007 at the SuperGrass Bluegrass Festival, Bakerfield, CA. It’s
a great venue (Rabobank Covevntion Center) at a great time
of year to be in Bakersfield. The
music just doesn’t get any better!

Stringdusters, Hit and Run, and
countless other performers cruised
the hotel suites and hallways, trying to quench their musical thirst.
Fortunately, the CBA suite
was open for business and provided an oasis for these hard working performers as well as this weary
traveler. The suite was staffed from
11 am to 3 AM every day of the
event. Hats off to our CBA volunteers for tirelessly working to
make CBA hospitality the best of
the best. Other suites were busy as
well, seemingly on every floor. Several nights this revelry set off smoke
alarms and emergency warnings
on multiple floors, as some people ignored no smoking policies.
Let it be known, the CBA suite
was not a party to this of course.
The CBA leadership was omnipresent, day and night, roaming the
midways, lounges, lobbies, rooms,
hallways and streets reminiscent
of the strange people in “Night of
the Living Dead.” Lack of sleep
quickly took its toll but as long as
bluegrass music continued, wherever and whenever, they pressed
on. The courage these folks dis-

Bruno Brandli
played was staggering, so to speak.
Waiting at the airport, a CBA
member struck up a conversation
with an old timer who recalled how
15 years ago he used to see Bill
Monroe, Jimmy Martin and other
greats at a small club in Hendersonville just outside of Nashville. He
thanked Mr. Monroe after one show
and Bill asked “ Where you from?”
“West Virginia” came the answer.
Bill shot back quickly, “Twenty one
churches in West Virginia prayed
for me when I was in the hospital.
I nearly died, but I’m alright now!”
Great story to cap a
great
week
in
Nashville.

Uncle Josh Graves

September 9, 1928 - September 30, 2006

First
generation
bluegrass musician and
Dobro great Burkett
Howard “Uncle Josh”
Graves passed away on
the last Saturday in September. He was 79 years
old. Mr. Graves popularized the resophonic
guitar through his work
with Flatt and Scruggs.
His bluesy licks became
a key part of that band’s
signature sound. Adapting Earl’s three finger
roll for Dobro allowed
him the versatility to
play lightning fast breaks
or elegant backup for
slow songs. Anything
he played, from gospel
to breakdown tunes had
more than a hint of the
blues.
Mr. Graves was a
talented songwriter and
Bluegrass pioneer Josh Graves
his comedic stage antics lead him to create
the character of Uncle Josh. After Flat and Scruggs split in 1969 he
played with both the Earl Scruggs Revue and Lester Flatt’s Nashville
Grass. He played with many musical greats through the 70s and 80s.
He was part of the Great Dobro Sessions. He continued to be a festival favorite through the 90s, frequently appearing in later years with
Kenny Baker.
Himself inspired by the playing of Cliff Carlisle, today every
serious player sights Uncle Josh as an influence. Masters like Mike
Aldridge and Jerry Douglas lauded Mr. Graves upon his passing.
“He’s like Bill Monroe to the mandolin or Earl Scruggs to the
banjo,” Douglas told Nashville Tennessean senior writer Tim Ghianni. “If you want to learn the instrument, you listen to Josh play.”
Mike Auldridge told the Tennessean: “He’s the reason I’m in the
business.”
Josh Graves had been in poor health over the last few years. He
had both of his legs amputated over that time period. He died after a
lengthy illness.
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The IBMA’s Big Bluegrass Gig at Nashville! And the CBA Was There!
Continued from A-1
bands performed. These showcases
began each night at 11:00 PM every night, Monday through Saturday and concluded at 1:30 AM.
Crowds flocked in to enjoy these
performances and also watch bands
at other nearby after hour showcase
venues hosted by other organizations such as ours.
Several California based bands
gave wonderful performances, and
the CBA was sure proud to present
them. Congratulations to Heidi
Claire from Covelo; Lost Highway from Riverside; The Bluegrass Redliners from Yorba Linda;
The Brombies from Los Angeles;
Chris Stuart & Backcountry from
San Diego; Lost Coast (formerly
Donner Mountain) from Elmira;
Homespun Rowdy from San Francisco; Mossy Creek from Chico;
Jack and Molly Tuttle from San
Francisco; Pacific Ocean Bluegrass
from Modesto; and The Barefoot
Nellies from San Francisco. Each
of these bands performed exceptionally well and had a lot of fun
doing it, too!
And they were in good company! Our California bands were
mixed right in around Audie Blaylock, Michael Cleveland, Alecia
Nugent, The Infamous Stringdusters, Dan Paisley, Jimmy Bowen,

Dan Paisley and Southern
Grass blew the roof off the
CBA suite

photo: Darby Brandli

Cadillac Sky, Special Consensus;
The Steep Canyon Rangers, Cedar Hill, Hit and Run, Rob Ickes,
Honey Deaton, Pete Wernick, and
many, many more great bluegrass
pickers and singers! The blend was
easy and enjoyable for everybody.
Meanwhile, while all of that
was going on, the CBA hosted a
Hospitality Suite on the eighteenth
floor of the Renaissance Hotel
each night. A huge bay window
framed all the shimmering lights of
Nashville while people in the room
reveled in the fun, the happiness,
the good will, and the camaraderie that is so common amongst
bluegrass musicians and fans. A
surreal ambience filled the large
parlor-style room, and only happy
talk and laughs could be heard over
the endless background of quality
jamming and singing. Refreshments and snacks were of course
readily available to everybody. The
atmosphere was entirely wholesome, where young and old alike
mixed together in perfect social
harmony. Many youngsters from
family bands ran amidst the crowd,
some with a mandolin or banjo
in hand, and some just watched
the social interplay together with
their parents and a soft drink. Tim
Stafford, Missy Raines, Joe Isaacs,
Audie Blaylock, Vince Combs were
just some of the high profile bluegrass notables seen hangin’ out in
our Hospitality Suite. This was the
scene every night Monday through
Saturday until 3:00 AM when we
finally closed up the shop. And
while lying in bed at night after
each exhausting but uplifting day,
you could hear the jammers in the
hotel hallways making music until even further into the morning
hours.
Several showcase performances were held right there in our
Hospitality Suite. They included
Takehuru Kunimoto (from Japan)
accompanied by The Last Frontier
Band from the bluegrass program
of East Tennessee State University;
Danny Paisley and his Southern
Grass Band, and The Fish Pickers

from Alaska, a group of fun musicians who donated mucho quantities of smoked salmon, stuffed
grape leaves and other quality
munchies to our CBA Hospitality
Suite.
The CBA was a co-sponsor
of a huge Wednesday brunch, attended by all of the “World of

versally respected and held in the
highest regard for its organizational
expertise, its wonderful people, and
its quality support for bluegrass
music artists and fans.
This year the CBA was represented by Host Team members
Pat Calhoun from Napa, Frank
Solivan from Modesto, Ed Baker

CBA Showcase band: San Francisco’s Homespun Rowdy
Bluegrass” registrants, perhaps a
thousand or more people. During this lunch, our own Ken Orrick and Lost Highway delivered
an official IBMA showcase performance, as did The Boohers from
Johnson City, Tennessee, one of
my very favorite and charming,
entertaining family bands, and
Randy Waller and The Country
Gentlemen. Randy inherited his
father Charlie’s flare for entertainment, his wonderful voice, and his
signature vintage Martin guitar, on
which he very masterfully picks.
Our CBA Host Team was exceptional! Their positive attitudes,
their dedication to the many necessary tasks, and their physical and
mental endurance made each of
them perfect for the job of representing the CBA. And the wonderful feedback we all received was
never ending and simply heartwarming. Because of these folks,
and the volunteers who have been
on the CBA Host Team in many
previous years, the CBA is uni-

from Corning, Craig Wilson from
Bakersfield, Jack Hyland from
Hughson, Steve and Sharon Elliott from Castro Valley, Ron Cotnam from Columbia, Gene Mason
from Vallejo, and team leader Larry
Kuhn from Folsom. Many other
CBA members from California
and several other states attended
and helped out in our Hospitality
Suite, including Ken Foster from
Greenville, Tennessee, and Mari-

anna Napolitano from North Miami Beach, Florida. And no round
of thanks would be complete without mentioning Joyce Bowcock,
CBA and IBMA volunteer extraordinaire from Sacramento.
Finally, let it be known that
major funding for the CBA’s project at IBMA was provided by cumulative donations from Carl Pagter, the CBA’s Chairman Emeritus,
Frank and Karen Daniels of Franks
Fiddles in Meridian, Idaho, The Sierra Nevada Brewing Company in
Chico, and the proceeds from our
ongoing 2006 instrument raffle,
which include tremendous donations by the Martin Guitar Company, Deering Banjo Company,
The Collings Guitar Company,
and Sacramento’s own John Green,
proprietor of the Fifth String Music Store in Sacramento. Be sure
to consider their products, and
when you see these people, be sure
to thank them for supporting the
CBA!
Next year’s IBMA week long
event will take place October 1
through October 7, 2007. What
a wonderful vacation it would be
for you to personally experience
what has been described here. And
Nashville is an incredible vacation
destination in and of itself. The
CBA will welcome you warmly,
and the IBMA will provide you
with a wonderful week of bluegrass
music, seminars, and activities.
Plan on it!

Larry Kuhn

We salute you!
For your years of service
on the CBA board of directors. Thanks for being
our IBMA Team Leader.

Monroe Crossing
named CBA
Emerging Artist of
the Year

Every year at the IBMA World of Bluegrass, the
California Bluegrass Association (CBA) hosts
After-Hours Showcases, featuring well known
and aspiring bluegrass acts hoping to catch
the eye and ear of national festival promoters.
It has been the practice of the CBA to select an
Emerging Artist of the Year from all the showcases
presented, and to invite that band to perform at
the Fathers Day Festival in Grass Valley, California.
In 2006, Monroe Crossing was that band. Monroe
Crossing is pleased to announce that they will be
appearing at the 32nd Annual Fathers Day Festival
in Grass Valley, California on June 15 & 16, 2007.

Monroe Crossing: Matt Thompson, Jeff Whitson, Lisa Fuglie, Art Blackburn, Mark Anderson

photo: Cynthia Lapp/Jenkins-Photography.com
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Faces famous, faces familiar at Nashville gathering

Skaggs, Scgruggs and Stubbs at the Ryman celebration.

photo: Steve Elliott

Movie star Patrick Sauber slumming with Rebecca Frazier
(Hit and Run), Travis Book (The Infamous Stringdusters),
Jesse Brock (Michael Cleveland and Flamekeeper)outside
CBA Suite at IBMA.
photo: Darby Brandli
Steve Elliott, John Duncan,
Ed Baker, Larry Kuhn, Frank
Solivan, Jack Hyland, Sharon Eilliott, Pat Calhoun,
Gene Mason and Carl Pagter
practice looking friendly at
IBMA.
photo: Steve Elliott

Angelica Grim and AJ Lee
represented CBA KOB.
photo: Darby Brandli

CBA honcho JD Rhynes towers over the talent: Audie Blaylock and past
KOB Brittany Bailey.
photo: Darby Brandli

National fiddle champ Tristan Clarridge
photo: Darby Brandli
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LETTERS TO THE CBA
CBA could provide
more resources for
bluegrass novices
Editor:
Now that I receive my Breakdown in the mail (thanks to relentless brow-beating by Darby),
& have read some of the board
candidates’ statements it occurs to
me that, being a recent bluegrass
convert, my needs as a member are
far different from the average bluegrass “lifer” I encounter. I’ve got
lots of catch-up to do that most of
the folks I talk & play with can’t
appreciate. For newcomers the
history of bluegrass & its conventions are baffling. There probably
is no shortcut to this learning but
it would be nice if the Breakdown
outlined CBA contacts who can
unlock the mysteries of given bluegrass subjects. Elena’s column is
very helpful on music theory, for
instance, but what happens when
you want to know which version
of a particular song is the definitive
version in our bluegrass community? I am clueless on this & don’t
like calling a song & then doing it
“wrong”. It causes chaos in a jam &
sometimes a little impatience from
others present. I want to learn this
kind of thing. Heck, I don’t even
know where to get a list of bluegrass “standards” to learn, much
less whose version prevails.
Since new members are the
association’s “life blood”, wouldn’t
there be a way to make their assimilation easier? I’m an old guy,
but how is a kid going to do this
kind of thing unless he or she has a
knowledgeable mentor? That limits
your growth. I think players are the
best source of growth for CBA &
that they are pretty much on their
own unless they’re outgoing & can
enlist help on their own. Some program (that doesn’t require travel) to
indoctrinate newcomers on the traditions of the music -- you know,
make traditionalists out of them
-- would go a long way not only
to insure the traditions themselves
stay alive & unadulterated, but also
stock the membership with more
& more people who actually understand what Bluegrass really does
mean.
Quite a few people I’ve chatted with refer to East Coast versus West Coast style bluegrass.
Damned if not one of them can
explain the difference! This kind of
thing interests me, but I can’t go on
a research project every time I have
a question.
I don’t know if all this makes
sense to you or not -- maybe I’m
over thinking it. I do know that
long-standing bluegrass people
know a lot that about the music
that they’ve just assimilated over
the decades. I’m way to impatient
for that kind of training & I’d guess
there are many out there like me
that haven’t stuck it out as I have
done.
I think CBA should have a
handout when someone joins. And
I doubt whether veteran Bluegrass

Players would know what to put
in it. They’ve not forgotten the lessons they’ve learned, but they have
forgotten that they learned them in
the first place. Some things need to
be learned over time, but there’s so
much that can be imparted right
from the jump. At least a new
member should only need to concern themselves only with intangibles when they’re starting out. I’m
pretty fearless. At Plymouth I hailed
Dan Paisley as he was walking by
& asked him to sing harmony on
one of his songs with me, which he
did. There are many though, that
won’t even venture into a moderate
level jam circle. I think these members (or potential members) need
to be more engaged in the playing
of the music. I bet some of them
with fewer skills or experience feel
marginalized.
Having been through the initial process they are going through
recently myself, I’m in a position
to suggest ideas for contents of
a “Bluegrass 101” book, though
not the information itself, if you
guys are ever interested in doing
it. Heck, I might even be able to
give you an occasional column.
Articles in the Breakdown would
be cool, but really a piecemeal approach. They still require a person
to take a long term approach. I
would think that besides detailed
instruction [like Elena’s] articles
focusing on the fascinating minutiae of Bluegrass, say the first generation feud between Monroe &
Flatt & Scruggs, or Jimmy Martin’s
being the “Ty Cobb” of Bluegrass
would be cool for newcomers also.
It would be good reading for old
timers too -- there may be details of
those events that they never knew.
(I never noticed the lack of mandolin in Flatt & Scruggs songs until
someone mentioned it).
Anyway, I don’t think I’m an
expert on any of this -- just opinionated.
Jon Myers
Myers Restaurant Supply, Inc.
Santa Rosa, CA

California Bluegrass
Association spreads
good will at IBMA
Dear CBA,
Thank you so much for hosting Sweet Sunny South on the CBA
showcase stage at IBMA..... With
all the quality acts ya’ll presented,
we feel quite honored and grateful
to have been a part of it. I also had
a great time “jammin” with you the
Thursday night in the CBA suite.
Boy, can Angelica SING! I’m sure
I’ll be hearing more of her! I think
the highlight though, had to be the
enormous Sierra Nevada poster...
My only regret is that I didn’t take
a photo of it! We had a great time
at IBMA and I’m glad I got to meet
you in person.
Thanks again,
Shelley Gray

Howdy,
Thanks so much for opening
the CBA suite to all. It provided a
necessary gathering place for pickers and enthusiasts where we could
schmooze, drink a Diet Pepsi and
meet other fanatical music lovers.
We really appreciate the hospitality of the CBA...see you all at River
City and Wintergrass.
Tom Foote, cohost
ALL RESO RADIO
CAB 301
The Evergreen State College
Olympia, WA 989505
(www.kaosradio.org and click on
listen live... every Thursday evening from 6 - 8 p.m. is Bluegrass
format and the first Thursday of
every month is devoted to music
that features the resonator guitar.)
Dear CBA,
Thanks a lot for having us
play for the CBA. Because CBA
was our
first showcase, my wife Margaret
said she hadn’t been this nervous
since we opened for Bill Monroe
in 1985! We enjoyed the heck out
of the every minute we were there.
You guys run quite an impressive
operation. Now I’ll have to join
the CBA!. Thank you again for being so hospitable and downright
nice to us.
Keep in touch-especially if
you decide to come east sometime.
Best regards,
Richard Brown
The Reunion Band
Editor,
Just wanted to say how much
we enjoyed the events sponsored
by CBA at this year’s IBMA FanFest. Larry Kuhn did a FANTASTIC job at keeping things running smoothly. He made us feel so
welcome in the CBA suites, as did
his sidekick, whose name I can’t
remember??? The bands showcased
by CBA were great, with my personal favorite Danny Paisley!!! The
food was also top notch, with fresh
veggie’s, cheese and stuffed grape
leaves!
A great big thanks to Larry
Kuhn and CBA for making this
year’s FanFest the BEST!!!
Marybeth & Bernie Cunningham
Pittsburgh, PA
Hello Larry and CBA!
It was good to see you at
IBMA. I wanted to thank you for
slipping us into the CBA showcase
schedule. It was so wonderful to get
to play for our California friends.
I hope you’ve been able to
catch up on your rest...I know
IBMA can be exhausting! Thanks
for everything Larry...have a great
week!
Sincerely,
Honi Deaton

Editor,
We are finally back in upstate
New York after a terrific time at
IBMA and exciting ride home up
the Blueridge Highway. I’d like to
say thank you to all the wonderful
people who host the CBA hospitality suite in Nashville. I always
know that if I’m looking for a good
time, great people and terrific music they can be found at the CBA
home away from home. My thanks
especially to Rick, Ed, Ken, Al and
the many fine musicians we had
the honor of playing with again
this year. You are all nice folks with
fantastic talents.
As a school administrator and
former teacher in another life, I’d
also like to say how much I respect
the love and nurturing I see CBA
providing to the young talented
kids in our music. When I started
playing music (at 8 years old), there
weren’t the teachers and organized
supports such as CBA has developed kids. A kind word or encouragement from an adult musician is
a powerful thing that will stay with
them forever. I see the CBA people
giving that encouragement everytime I visit with you.
Once again, thank you on
behalf of myself and the other
New York pickers that visited the
CBA Suite again this year. You’re
the best!

CBA and Pat Calhoun,
Thanks for the hospitality, Pat!
You sure made us feel welcome.
We’re all excited about coming to
your festival next summer. I hope
to see you there.
Lisa
Monroe Crossing
CBA and Pat Calhoun,
Thank you, Pat, for helping
make it a day to remember.
Dixie Hall

Tom Thorpe
Editor,
Some really good (IBMA)
highlights for me:
-Danny Paisley, Danny Paisley,
Danny Paisley WoW!
-the Showcases, superior music at
an intimate level, well organized,
maybe too well organized which
cut back on some folks jamming
-Rhonda’s performance at the
Awards show
-Hot Rize, gotta love those songs
-the Renaissance hotel and convention center, hey they take care
of us
-so many great performances, too
many to name...did I say Danny....
whats his name?
-California Bluegrass....these folks
just keep giving
George Koserowski

Tom T. Hall

Tom T. and
Dixie Hall
make gift to
IBMA

Tom T. and Dixie Hall, have placed
the IBMA in their will. The IBMA
at some point in the distant future will inherit the “Good Home
Grown Publishing.” Anyone, who
has been paying attention, knows
that the Hall’s have been having
lots of their songs recorded by
Bluegrass artists. This ever growing
collection should be of considerable value to the IBMA.

Suzanne
Suwanda

We salute you!
For your service on the
CBA board of directors.
Thanks for sharing your
skills at event publicity.
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The California Bluegrass Association honors retiring
editor Suzanne Denison

Suzanne Denison - The one
who has stuck with me in this venture for all those years, encouraged
me from the beginning and helped
me make it all work. I know I will
miss you, but on the other hand,
will see you and Don more often
at bluegrass events. You have done
a fabulous job of keeping the CBA
afloat and making The Breakdown
the best publication of its kind in
the world. It might have sunk a
long time ago without you. I am
far from alone in “MY THANKS
TO YOU, SUZANNE FOR ALL
YOU’VE DONE AND FOR ALL
THOSE YEARS OF DEDICATION.”
- Bill Wlhelm,
Breakdown Writer
In my view Suzanne has been
a real force in helping the CBA
to become a smooth running and
successful organization. She kindly
and graciously offered her input,
expertise and hard work when we
launched the SuperGrass/ LoarFest
project helping to get it off to fine
start. I shudder to imagine where
we would have ended up without
her and I am truly grateful for her
involvement.
- Craig Wilson,
Supergrass
Suzanne helped me make the
transition from member to officer
in the most supportive way. Every
once in a while I would receive an
email from Suzanne reminding me
to do something, or order something or give me a bit of history
about an issue or a heads up about
a deadline. All Suzanne’s little
“nudges” were gentle and kind and
reflective of the kind of person I
perceive her to be....gentle and
kind. Suzanne is also tenacious
and talented and leaves a legacy
that will be difficult to match. I
so appreciate that Suzanne was a
mentor and now a friend. I wish
her well and hope she stops to smell
the roses during her retirement.
- Darby Brandli,
CBA President
After getting involved with
the CBA, it did not take me long to
notice the significant contribution
Suzanne Dennison has made to the
Breakdown as editor for so many
years. The one attribute of hers
that is a stand-out to me - among
many - is her anticipation of what
is required to create a successful
outcome. Her resourcefulness is
manifested in so many, many ways.
I don’t know how many time she
“saved the day” with just what was
needed - every thing from business
cards to flyers. And, always with a
great attitude. Truly a gifted lady
whose contribution to the CBA
will not be forgotten. Too bad she
isn’t running for political office!
- Hal Johnson,
CBA Director

Thanks for Great Gifts

Praise for CBA’s Beloved Suzanne Denison

By Elena Corey
How do you calculate the value of a saint? How can you properly appreciate the contribution of
a generous giver who nearly always
accepts additional work piled atop
her already impressive share of responsibility? How do we begin to
describe a laudable, lovable person
who has several thousands of admirers, each of whom eager to tell
you his or her perception of what
the person’s best characteristic is?
In a semi-rural area, a farmer
had known the local car salesman
for many years, throughout many
vehicle purchases. So finally, when
the car salesman took it into his
head to buy a cow and came to the
farmer, the farmer priced it thusly:
Basic cow (with 75% off special
sale discount): $200
Two-tone extra: $45
Extra stomach: $75
Produce storage compartment:
$75
Dispensing device (4 spigots at
$35 each,): $140
Genuine cowhide upholstery:
$195
Dual horns: $35
Automatic fly swatter: $30
Free compost garden fertilizer
thrown in extra this month.
Total (dealer recommended) list
price: $700
The analogy isn’t quite right—
you probably can’t find a person as
exceptional as Suzanne Denison at
any place ranging from any automotive dealership to a farm. She’s
intelligent, articulate, kind and
compassionate, committed and
conscientious and a long-time dedicated worker for the CBA. She has
worn many hats and done many
tasks that didn’t seem to be anyone
else’s clear responsibility. In fact
some of the chores she willingly accepted may be un-categorizable.
The most visible area of work
and the most documentable set of
skills she has given to the CBA may
center around newspaper production and editing. Indeed Suzanne
Denison has been the esteemed,
award winning editor of the state
journal of the California Bluegrass
Association, the “Bluegrass Breakdown” for almost twenty years.
(One short interim stint when
Suzanne was unavailable was graciously filled by Zeke Griffin.)
Pretty much single-handedly,
she designed and formatted the
newsletter, several different times,
responding to changing prices and
availability of supplies. She did
everything from basic layout to
checking content for accuracy. She
was frequently busy making sure
that phone numbers and addresses
listed for jams, festivals and other

events were correct and current.
On a monthly basis, she reminded contributors of needed
articles, and waited, cliff hanging
style, to see if they would get their
material in on time. Each month
Suzanne juggled content, ad space
and other formatting complexities,
and often wrote a needed article if
someone else hadn’t contributed.
She transformed scribbled or computer-mangled copy into easily
readable work. On at least a few
occasions that I know of, she and
her trusty hubby-helper, Don, sat
up late to transcribe such things as
cross-word puzzles, music notation
or TAB into more easily readable
photo-ready form.
She received advertising copy
and placed it attractively; she
trundled the pasted-up journal to
the printers and back each month.
For some years (before Kathy Kirpatrick leapt in to help) Suzanne
kept track of members’ addresses
and supplied and applied mailing
labels, sorted the newsletters into
zip code lots, took the total accumulation to the post office and got
the newsletters off to members.
In addition to designing, editing and producing the “Bluegrass
Breakdown,” Suzanne also willingly took on other odd jobs which
board members knew needed doing but no one else volunteered to
do. Suzanne was the hub of the
California Bluegrass Association’s
administrative segment, fielding
questions, assisting traveling musicians coming through our area,
providing contact information for
everyone in pre-computerized network days, and in general, managing the CBA’s day to day functioning.
She received and kept track of
national touring band press kits and
made them available to the board
for consideration of bookings. She
accepted bands’ recording packets
and distributed them to potential
reviewers. She handled queries re
what the CBA is and does for many
years. She provided timely information to the media about our
events. She accepted phone calls
anytime, regardless of crossed time
zones that may have found her just
awakening in CA when someone
from the East coast forgot time differences.
She cannibalized touring
bands’ promo bios and pictures to
create awesome Grass Valley festival
souvenir programs. She provided
CA band press materials to folks on
the CA band selection committee.
Amazingly, she managed to keep
track of where such materials were
at all times.
She even kept track of what
was stored where for the mercantile
and stage building folks. She knew
who was doing what workshops

during GV festivals, arranged for
info re who was doing what to
get to the right people, e.g. the
volunteer coordinator, the M.C.s,
security folks, the gate keepers.
Additionally, Suzanne did other
assorted odd jobs, such as creating
performer ID passes and CBA music camp instructor ID badges. In
her spare time, she crocheted and
masterminded the now-famous
donation of stocking hats for service men and women overseas—as
a labor of love.
In the farmer’s sly itemizing of
all the features of his prize cow, he
neglected to mention to the vehicle
salesman (who had formerly used
such practices on him), that all of
those ‘extras’ HAD to be included—they were standard, not special upgrades. The farmer couldn’t
subtract any of those features and
still have a useful creature to sell.
But in the case of Suzanne’s
many amazing and durable contributions, a good share of the duties
she assumed were over and above
duties officially outlined for her.
She took on the extra work from
basic good-hearted desire to help
the CBA.
Yes, most of us think of Suzanne’s contribution primarily as
being our long-term, dedicated
editor of our journal—and that
was truly a full time job all by itself. But we all know that she’s way
more than that. In addition to the
tremendous amount of work she
has accomplished, Suzanne is a gracious lady and wonderful example;
we owe her more gratitude than we
can express.

Dear Suzanne, in addition to
having been a great friend lo these
many years I’d especially like to
thank you for all the practical advice you have given me.
It has been a huge help in producing the Sonoma County Bluegrass and Old Time Festival. I’ve
always appreciated your timely reminders about small details I may
have overlooked. I still have the email you sent five years ago on my
bullitin board next to my computer with a check list of Breakdown
deadlines and criteria.
I have also come to appreciate
how much knowlege you have developed about the music itself over
the years. Colleen and I will both
look forward to seeing you and
Don in the hopefully not to distant
future.
- Mark Hogan,
CBA Director

Suzanne has been a wonder
and a joy to work with over the
years. She has always accommodated my frequent requests for
deadline extensions, and has even
caught a few of my mistakes (that
would have embarrassed the heck
out of me!) before going to print.
I write a newsletter twice a month
that just wears me out. How she put
together an entire newspaper on a
monthly basis for all those years is
well beyond my comprehension.
Best of luck in retirement.
And Mark, good luck trying to fill
her shoes!
- Larry Carlin,
Breakdown writer, promoter

Suzanne Denison

Continued on A-9
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Honoring Suzanne Denison...
I feel very honored to write
part of this tribute, to a very gifted Lady, who has contributed so
much to the California Bluegrass
Association for the last 18 years.
In 1986, I was approached by the
former editor of the Breakdown
to write a column on how to cook
at a Festival. He made this request
after seeing my “out door kitchen”
in 1986. Well, I didn’t know a
thing about how to write a cooking column, but then a lot of our
members at the time didn’t know
a thing about outdoor cooking, so
I agreed to give it a try. The next
two years or so saw a lot of changes
in how the Breakdown was printed
and published, and for a while, it
seemed like we had a new Editor
about every 3 or 4 months! A lot of
the members were about to throw
in the towel, so to speak, and then,
lo and behold we were blessed
with a new editor by the name of
Suzanne Denison! All of a sudden
the Breakdown was given new life
under the VERY professional hand
of an EXPERIENCED newspaper
person! I look back on those times
now, and wonder how we even
managed to keep our publication in
print during those turbulent times!
When Suzanne took over the reins
as Editor, the publication took off
and we’ve never looked back! For
many years, the C.B.A. has published the very finest monthly association paper, and it is due to the
efforts of Suzanne Denison! The
award from SPBGMA was truly
deserved, when they recognized the
Breakdown as “THE” outstanding
publication on a monthly basis.
I could go on for two or three
pages about the talents that Suzanne brought to the production of
the breakdown, but I will end with
this short story. Up until three
months ago, EVERY edition of
my column was written out by me
in long hand, and then delivered
to Suzanne, who had the tedious
job of deciphering my “chickenscratch” handwriting, and typing it
into a form that a normal person
could read! She should receive the
Congressional Medal of Honor for
that huge job alone!
A lot of our members today
don’t realize how close we came to
not existing as an organization, in
the middle 1980’s. Our membership was about 600 or so and declining. After Suzanne took over as
editor, the Breakdown was given
new life, and we started recruiting
new members at an unprecedented
rate! Today we are a thriving, viable
organization, and we owe a lot of
our success to a Lady, who stepped
forth, with the knowledge and courage to make a HUGE difference in
the history of The California Bluegrass Association! Bluegrass music
in California would not be where
it is today without the knowledge
and dedication of Suzanne Denison! Suzanne, I salute you for all of
your years of unselfish service.
- Yer friend, J.D.Rhynes,
CBA Director

Suzanne was always a great
editor. She is courteous, smart as
a whip, wonderful with deadlines,
and quick to make things work
in a pragmatic way. I’ll miss our
monthly communicaitons, and
hope that I continue to see her at
the CBA events like Grass Valley
and SuperGrass. She has left the
“Breakdown” in great shape, and
with an avid readership, so that as
Mark Varner takes over as editor,
he will have a great role model to
follow. Thanks, Suzanne, for having given so much to the California
bluegrass community!
- Joe Weed,
Breakdown writer
For my first years of CBA
membership, Suzanne Denison
was the CBA. I treasured the
monthly arrival of my Breakdown
and it always arrived, on time,
and full of information about the
world of bluegrass and the changing of the seasons in Suzanne’s part
of the world in the mountains. I
marveled at reviews of new recordings, the features on “stars” in the
bluegrass world and the open invitations to join the CBA world at a
campout or festival. When I started
writing for the Breakdown, it was
Suzanne who provided the encouragement and support. I’m sure that
all the features we enjoy reading
and the wide range of information
are all the result’s of Suzanne’s nurturing of the Breakdown from the
early days of four pages to its current status as the premier bluegrass
society newsletter. Blessings to you
on your second “retirement” and
thank you for never letting California bluegrass news breakdown on
its way to our homes and hearts.
- Brenda Hough,
Breakdown writer

I was asked by the Bluegrass
Breakdown Editor to write a paragraph of tribute to Suzanne Denison. I’m sorry, but I must refuse
this request. Not because I don’t
have anything nice to say about
Suzannne. Actually, it’s just the
opposite. It’s simply not possible
to write in a paragraph, or even a
page, what this woman has meant
to the California Bluegrass Association over the past many years.
She’s brought information and
entertainment and humor and wisdom to our membership through
the monthly newspaper.
And
she’s brought order and calm and
common sense to the day to day
operation or our association. And
through it all she’s brought to each
person who’s worked with her a
vivd and technocolor picture grace
under pressure. Nope, sorry Mark,
I just can’t see what needs to be said
in a single paragraph.
- Rick Cornish,
CBA Board Chairman
Truly, a treasure of the CBA.
Suzanne has worked countless
hours on the breakdown, and any
other publication that needed an
editor or publicist. Even though
Suzanne was employed by the
CBA, I can say with certainty that
hours worked were at a minimum,
three times the hours paid. On a
personal note, Suzanne has been
instrumental to the Morgan Hill
concert, organizing and publishing
all the programs for the past three
years. She did this on her own time
without fanfare, without due credit
and in her always humble nature.
Suzanne is a true professional, and
I will surely miss her.
Congratulations on your retirement.
- Tim Edes,
CBA director

All I can say is that I’ve really enjoyed getting my Bluegrass
Breakdown. I enjoy reading the
articles, looking at the ads, and
absorbing the information in this
fine newspaper about bluegrass
bands, bluegrass music, and bluegrass events in California. I would
like to thank Suzanne as a reader of
the Bluegrass Breakdown, for her
hard work and many hours that
she has put it to serve the Bluegrass
Community in California as well
as Bluegrass fans worldwide. Best
Wishes and Bon Bluegrass Voyage,
Suzanne!
- Mary Kennedy,
Bluegrass By the Bay

As director of the CBA Music
Camp, I have worked closely with
Suzanne these past six years, and
it has been a real pleasure working
with her. She’s efficient, friendly,
helpful, and does a great job. She’s
helped me so much, and behind
the scenes she has always contributed a lot to the success of the
camp. Thank you, Suzanne! and
enjoy your retirement.
- Ingrid Noyes,
CBA Music Camp Director

I’d like to thank Suzanne for
her great job at editing. She encouraged me to keep the articles coming (even when my writing drifted
a tad bit off from the Bluegrass
highway) and gave me a huge picture. (which was great!) I especially
appreciate it that she published my
articles as I wrote it and didn’t edit/
hack/sissify it. I wish her well and
as always, take it easy but take it.
- Big ‘K’,
Breakdown writer, bon vivant

The job of managing, collecting, editing, and producing content for a monthly publications
is no easy task. Suzanne has gone
above and beyond in her pursuit
of producing the finest bluegrass
newsletter in the country. Those
who have worked with her, and
the entire CBA are deeply indebted
to her for her excellent relentless
effort. Thanks from all of us, Suzanne!
- Roger Siminoff,
Breakdown writer

The above graphic comes from the December, 1988
issue of the Bluegrass Breakdown. Suzanne Denison was the
new editor and the newsletter
was a stapled pamphlet. Since
Zeke
then Suzanne has put in tens
Griffin
of thousands of hours and has
nurtured this paper to become
the nationally recognized, award
winning achievement it is today.
Except for 2004 when Zeke
Griffin performed as the Bluegrass
Breakdown’s editor, Suzanne has
been the voice of the CBA through
this monthly publication.
Thanks to Zeke Griffin for
his service to the CBA.

-ed.

continued on page A-10
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Honoring Suzanne Denison...
I remember when I first started working for with Frank Solivan
and the Kids on Bluegrass and I began writing little notes about what
went on behind the scenes. I wrote
about it on the Message Board and
was quickly encouraged to send my
KOB stories to Suzanne Dennison
and the Bluegrass Breakdown. I
had never written anything in my
life before that, just four years ago
and just didn’t believe that she
would want it. From the very first
time I spoke with Suzanne she became a great mentor to me with
my writing and not only encouraged me but also always shared her
time and knowledge with me on
helping me to improve my writing.
Over time we became friends and
shared many wonderful conversations. I have a deep respect for
Suzanne not only for her help but
also for her dignity and the gentle
and respectful way that she has
handled so many situations. Suzanne has given up a great amount
of her life to give us a wonderful
top notch newsletter, often missing
festivals so that we, the membership and others, would always get
our news. I am extremely grateful
to Suzanne for her friendship, wisdom and guidance to this fledging
writer and I will miss her greatly
and hope that I might still be able
to go to her when I need advice.
Thank you, Suzanne, for the great

gift you have given to us all for so
many years. Enjoy your retirement,
you certainly have earned it.
- Your friend, Sharon Elliott,
CBA KOB

I’ve thought about what to say
about Suzanne. Words fail to express the depth and breadth of Suzanne’s contributions to the CBA.
From the 1st day she became involved with the CBA until today,
she has continually worked to enhance not only the Breakdown,
but also to make the CBA a better
organization. It is hard to imagine how anyone can ever begin to
provide the services that were just a
normal part of her day. Hours and
weeks became months and years,
all while she soaked up the lore and
traditions of the CBA, and helped
pass them on to each of us in the
Breakdown. She was not only the
keeper of the calendar, she was also
the voice of conscience that helped
the CBA stay the course. Even
with all anyone can say, there is still
not the words to say it all. She is
a treasure that we should all try to
emulate. She is much loved.
- Montie Elston,
CBA Director

20th Annual

If a publication ever had
“heart and soul” then Suzanne
represented it for the Bluegrass
Breakdown. She has given of herself tirelessly over the years as our
paper grew from stapled sheets, to
folded mini newsletter, and then
to the award winning multi-section paper that it is today. We owe
her for the unselfish devotion and
dedication that she has exhibited
so many years. We should all hope
we can capitalize on her wealth of
knowledge relating to the “growing
pains” of our organization during
the last 31 years. She is definitely
part of the backbone of the California Bluegrass Association. What a
couple the Denison’s represent for
the bluegrass music scene.
- Russ Loop,
Entertainment Coordinator

Suzanne Denison loves the
CBA. It showed in many ways. Besides posessing both writing talent
and publishing skills, Suzanne gave
her energy, enormous amounts of
personal time, and a kind and gentle sprit to supporting the CBA. For
some years we were without a publicity person. Because of her love
for the CBA. she said, “I’ll do it”.
And whatever needed to be written
and printed in support of a CBA
event, she did. Even when arthritis
pain and carpel tunnel problems
made it nearly impossible for her
to work, she smiled, and finished
the work. Suzanne’s dedication to
doing a job well is a
shinning example of how we could
all serve a little better.
- Bob Thomas,
CBA VP statewide activities

Suzanne was the heart of the
CBA for many, many years. She
kept the organization on track,
managing calendars of events and
due dates for tasks, advertising for
festivals, the Breakdown, ticket
printing, invoicing and so many
other duties. What a great lady.
She deserves her hard-earned retirement, and we wish her happiness and health!
- Lisa Burns,
CBA Director

Just the fact that she puts up
with Don puts her in Sainthood
territory...
No, wait, I can think of a better one than that. In my dealings
with Suzanne, she’s always been
the epitome of professionalism - always prompt, friendly, dependable
and thorough! She will be missed,
especially by those who will have
try and match her level of service.
- Bruce Campbell,
CBA Web Team

Suzanne is one of the unsung
heroes of the CBA -- for nearly 20
years, she has used her considerable
writing and editing skills to share
and spread her love of bluegrass
music, and has been extremely generous with her time, writing countless reviews, band blurbs, and other
articles about festivals, musicians,
and other aspects of the music.
California’s bluegrass community
will certainly miss her leadership as
well as her behind-the-scenes work
as editor of Bluegrass Breakdown.
- Suzy Thompson

Suzanne has been, ever since I
can remember, a tireless promoter
of all things bluegrass in northern
California and one of the primary
reasons that The California Bluegrass Association occupies it’s well
deserved reputation as one of the
finest organizations of it’s kind in
our little corner of the bluegrass
world. Every time I’ve asked Susanne for help in any of my music
related endeavors, I’ve received it,
no questions asked, quickly and
efficiently, even since I’ve moved
to Nashville. I appreciate her, and
we don’t even know yet how sorely
she’ll be missed.
- Randy Pitts,
Keith Case Associates

BLYTHE BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL
In Sunny Blythe, California

At the Colorado River Fairgrounds

Alecia
Nugent

Continuous Music on Two Stages!
Larry Stephenson
Silverado

Copper River Band

January 19-21, 2007

U.S. Navy’s
Country Current

Shows: 9 AM - 5PM

BAND SHOWCASE
Guest Performers

IIIrd Generation
Bluegrass

The Lampkins

Warm
Winter
Weather!

New Found Road

HANDICAP FRIENDLY

Hwy. 78

I-10 FREEWAY
CALIF.

o River

Music Workshops !

Hobsonway

Colorad

Sorry, No Refunds

Riverside Dr.

Olive Lake Blvd.

Hwy. 95 Intake Blvd.

PRE-REGISTER AND SAVE $$
On-Line: www.blythebluegrass.com
E-mail: blythebluegrass@yahoo.com
Call Us: (760) 922-8166
Blythe Area Chamber of Commerce
201 S. Broadway, Blythe, CA 92225

Lorraine Jordan
& Carolina Road

ARIZ.

If you would like to register by mail, simply fill out the form below, and mail it, along with your check or credit
card information by 12/31/06 to:
Blythe Area Chamber of Commerce, 201 S. Broadway, Blythe, CA 92225
NAME:_____________________________________________ TELEPHONE:_______________________
ADDRESS:________________________________________ CITY/STATE___________________________
CREDIT CARD: MC VISA DISCOVERCARD NAME ON CARD:________________________________
CARD #________________________________________ EXP. DATE:______________________________
3-DAY ADMISSION ONLY: $40
SR. 4–DAY CAMPING $50 plus ADMISSION $36 X ___
ADULT 4-DAY CAMPING $50 plus ADMISSION $40 X _____
ADDIT. CAMPING:
MON.
TUES.
WED. $15 X ___ DAYS
TOTAL $_________

Hurricane Creek

Michael Cleveland
& Flamekeeper

Featuring Audie Blaylock

ADVANCE TICKETS (Before 12/31/06)
Adult/Senior Admission Only: 3-Day Pass $40
Adult 4-Day Camp. Pkg. $55 + $40 3-Day Pass
Senior 4-Day Camp. Pkg. $50 + $36 3-Day Pass
ARRIVE EARLY and camp for just $15 a day
And

JAM AROUND THE CAMPFIRES!
ON-SITE CAMPING !
Water—Showers—Restrooms
INTERNATIONAL FOOD
VENDORS GALORE !

Free Firewood!
Beer Garden

Pets allowed in
camping area only

1,100 Motel Rooms—Local RV Resorts
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Honoring Suzanne Denison...
Congratulations on your well
deserved retirement! Live it, enjoy
it, kick back and relish the memories of deadlines, obstacles, editing,
answering questions, doing favors,
reminding people, learning curves,
and all the other “labors of love”
that you so graciously undertook
in your long tenure as editor of the
Bluegrass Breakdown. Your work
was always excellent, and you can
be so proud of the SPBGMA award
that you earned for the CBA. We
are both proud of you and grateful
to you. Your working career with
the CBA is over, but your legacy
lives on. Thanks Suzanne for all
that you have done for the CBA!
You are a true “Honorary Life
Member” of the CBA!
- Larry Kuhn,
CBA Director 2001-2006

There are plenty of ways a person can live their life. Some folks
dig in and get things done. Some
develop a passion and nurture it
like a flower. That seed of love germinates and grows into something
special, a blossom that can be enjoyed by all. The attention they pay
to the needs of this living thing involves a deep understanding of its
being and furthering its existence
becomes a natural exercise and a
serious commitment.
Suzanne was much more than
the editor of the Bluegrass Breakdown. She was and is more than
a key player in the success of the

CBA. She built a living monument
to California bluegrass. She took
the monthly newsletter of a sometimes-struggling organization and
built it into a world-class, award
winning newspaper that would
entertain and inform any English
speaking bluegrass fan the world
over. The Bluegrass Breakdown is
greater than the sum of its parts.
Beyond the fine writing and brilliantly artistic photography one
can find the soul of this organization.
Suzanne and Don Denison
are great inspirations to me and
if I can do a small fraction of the
good they did for our association
and this wonderful music I will be
proud. Thanks, Suzanne, for what
you have accomplished and for allowing me to be part of something
I know you care for deeply. Thanks
for your support as I follow in your
footsteps.
- Mark Varner
Editor, Bluegrass Breakdown

Susanne is one of a kind! Her
dedication and commitment to the
bluegrass community (CBA) will
be missed. I speak from first hand
experience as she single handedly
walked me thru the early days of
our ads for our L&S events. Sondra
& I thank her for all that she has
done and wish her all the best in
her retirement. I am sure we will
see her along the bluegrass trail.
- Larry and Sondra Baker,
L&S Promotions

Do you have an instrument
you’re not playing that could
make a child smile like this?
Many of us in
the Bluegrass
community have
guitars, fiddles,
mandolins, banjos,
basses et.al in our
homes that are (1)
no longer being
played; (2) that we
never got around
to learning to play;
or (3) that were put
aside when a new
one was purchased.
If this description
fits you, won’t you
please consider
donating your usable
Luke Davisson
acoustic instrument
Photo by Bob Calkins to the Darrell
Johnston Kids Instrument Lending Library? There are
many families with young children that would like to
learn to play the music we all love, but who can’t afford to
purchase an instrument for the young would-be musicians.
If you would like more information or would like to
donate an instrument please contact:

Sharon or Steve Elliott at 510-728-7613
or email kidslendinglibrary@yahoo.com

Suzanne is amazing! As our
tireless (and often fearless) Bluegrass Breakdown editor, she was always on the other end of her phone
line or within quick and easy reach
of email, ready for all of my late
article submissions without complaint. She gracefully served a very
important function for all of us
who live and love bluegrass music:
she was the nexus that connected
the professional and amateur communities of players to the bluegrass
audience in California through the
Breakdown. It’s no coincidence
that she couldn’t very easily retire
- I can’t imagine her being replaced
by a single person, or much of anything less than a regiment! Best
wishes in all future activities, Suzanne!
- Bill Evans,
Native and Fine Music

The job of editing is a thankless one, but I want to say a great
big THANK YOU to Suzanne for
many years of catching typos, encouraging good writing, and putting out the biggest and the best
bluegrass association newspaper in
the world!
- Chris Stuart,
Chris Stuart and Backcountry

Over the many years that we
have volunteered for the CBA, we
have made many acquaintances,
and some lifelong friends. Suzanne
is both of those to both of us. She
is a hard, dedicated member of the
CBA management staff, but has always seemed to go beyond what is
expected of her. We wish her and
Don only the best in the future.
- Kathy & Gene Kirkpatrick,
CBA

November 2006

FESTIVAL
FOCUS

Uncle Earl beautifies the 2007 San Francisco Bluegrass and
Old-time Festival

SFBOT announces
partial line up
San Francisco Bluegrass & OldTime Festival takes place February 1-10, 2007. Featuring Foghorn Stringband, Uncle Earl,
Crooked Jades, Hunger Mountain
Boys, Clampitt, Gaddis & Buck,
Ghosts of Heaven, Feed & Seed,

Earl Brothers, Stairwell Sisters,
and many many more. Plus films,
workshops, kids’ shows, jam sessions, and an old-time squaredance. 10 nights, 60 bands, 15 venues - man that’s a lot of bluegrass!

L&S productions
winter events in
Arizona

River City
Bluegrass Festival
set for January 5-7
in Portland,
Oregon

YUMA “Bluegrass in the Park”
Jan 27 2007 Yuma Crossing State
Historic Park. featuring: Michael
Cleveland & Flamekeeper featuring Audie Blaylock, The Bluegrass Brothers, Lost Highway, The
Lampkins Family and more. Art’s
& crafts, great food and more. Be
sure to catch this one! www.landspromotions.com or call Larry
& Sondra Baker (209) 785-4693
5th Annual Parker “Bluegrass on
the River” March 2-4, 2006, La
Paz County Park featuring: The
Grascals, Nothin’ Fancy, Lou Reid
& Carolina, Homespun Rowdy,
Vince Combs & Shadetree Grass,
Danny Paisley & Southerngrass,
Special Consensus, The Bluegrass Brothers, Louisiannagrass &
more. This festival has become a
premier festival in the southwest
and has been named The Jewel
in the Desert. Arts & crafts, great
food , car show great jamming,
and more. A don’t miss festival!
w w w. l a n d s p r o m o t i o n s .
com or call Larry & Sondra Baker (209) 785-4693

The Arts and Entertainment
Guide will present the River City
Bluegrass Festival at the Oregon
Convention Center in Portland, Oregon on January 5 through 7, 2007.
Bands to appear include
Emmy Lou Harris, Tony Rice and
Peter Rowan, Asleep At the Wheel,
Rhonda Vincent & The Rage,
Larry Sparks, Laurie Lewis & The
Right Hands, Longview, the David Grisman Bluegrass Experience,
David Bromberg and the Angel
Band, John Reischman & The
Jaybirds, BeauSoleil avec Michael
Doucet and Bryan Bowers. Several local bands will also perform.
Additional events include
workshops, “Music Millennium”,
jamming at the festival and Saturday after hours at the Red Lion.
Tickets are now available at
TicketsWest. For more information, call 503-282-0877 or
visit www.rivercitybluegrass.com.

Festival Focus continued on A-14
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32nd Annual Father's Day

BLUEGRASS
FESTIVAL

June 14 - 15 - 16 & 17, 2007

at the Nevada County Fairgrounds in Grass Valley, California
Partial Line-up includes:

The Dale Ann Bradley Band
(Saturday & Sunday)

Cherryholmes (Thursday & Friday)
Rhonda Vincent & The Rage (Thurs. & Fri.)

The Del McCoury Band (Saturday & Sunday)

John Reischman & The Jaybirds
(Saturday & Sunday)

The Claire Lynch Band (Thursday & Friday)

Dan Paisley &The Southern Grass
(Saturday & Sunday)

The Greencards (Thursday & Friday)

Kids on Bluegrass (Friday & Saturday)

Plus more bands and a clogging group to be added!
Camping, Jamming, Workshops, Children's Program and much more!
4-Full days of Famly Fun and Great Music!
Early Bird Tickes will be on sale November 1, 2006
For more information, visit www.cbaontheweb.org
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Come and join us in our 32nd Annual Fathers’ Day Weekend Bluegrass Festival
at the Nevada County Fairgrounds in Grass Valley, California!
Four days of family fun, jamming, workshops, Children’s Programs, Luthier’s
Pavilion, Kids on Bluegrass, camping on site and the best in Bluegrass and Old
Time Music on stage under the beautiful pine trees.
Things You Should Know

•Absolutely NO PETS allowed on the festival grounds before or during the festival.
•Camping is in the rough on the festival site beginning Sunday, June 10 through Wednesday, June 13 for a fee of
$20 per unit per night (lots of grass and big pine trees), limited hookups available, on a first-come, first-served
basis. Designated tents only camping area available.
•Limited number of campsites for handicapped persons. Advance reservations required by May 1, 2007.
•Camping during the festival is included in 3 and 4 day tickets.
•No alcohol is sold on the festival grounds.
•Food and soft drink concessions on site, (picnic baskets and coolers permitted).
•Bring lawn chairs or blankets for seating. Audience area is a grassy lawn with trees.
•Festival is held rain or shine -- ABSOLUTELY NO REFUNDS.

Where is the Festival Site?

The Nevada County Fairgrounds is located on McCourtney Road in the town of Grass Valley, California. From
Sacramento, take Hwy. 80 east to the town of Auburn. Take the Hwy. 49 - Grass Valley exit and go north about
28 miles. There are signs of the highway directing you to the fairgrounds -- about 2 miles.
~ EARLY BIRD Ticket Order Form ~
CBA Member Early Bird Ticket Prices and Senior Citizen (Age 65 and over) Discounts are offered to CBA Members only. Members are entitled to purchase
1 discount ticket for a single membership or 2 discount tickets for a Couple Membership. Deadline for Early Bird Discount tickets is February 28, 2007  No
member Discounts available at the gate.

Early Bird Discount Tickets
(11/1/06 - 2/28/07)
CBA Member Tickets
4-DayAdult................................. $90
4-Day Senior (65 & over)........... $80
4-Day Teen (13-18).................... $45
3-Day Adult ............................... $75
3-Day Teen ............................... $38
Non-Member Ticket Prices
4-Day Adult..............................$100
4-Day Teen (13-18)....................$50
3-Day Adult................................$80
3-Day Teen (13-18)....................$40
Advance Discount Tickets
(3/1/07 - 5/31/07)
CBA Member Tickets
4-DayAdult................................. $95
4-Day Senior (65 & over)........... $85
4-Day Teen (13-18).................... $48
3-Day Adult ............................... $80
3-Day Teen ............................... $40
Non-Member Ticket Prices
4-Day Adult..............................$105
4-Day Teen (13-18)....................$53
3-Day Adult................................$85
3-Day Teen (13-18)....................$43
Single Day Tickets
No discounts available
Thursday........... Adult $25/Teen $13
Friday................ Adult $30/Teen $15
Saturday............ Adult $35/Teen $18
Sunday...............Adult $25/Teen $13

Camping is included in all
3 and 4 day tickets. Early
camping opens Sunday,
June 10. Camping fees are
$20 per night per unit (RVs),
$15 per night per unit (tents)
on a first come, first-served
basis from Sunday, June 10
through Wednesday, June
14.
Designated tent camping area available. Special
campsites with guaranteed
electricity spaces @$90
each with advance reservations (Monday thru Wednesday).
Handicapped campers who
need special accommodations must make advance
reservations by May 1, 2007.
Please call Steve House
at 707-829-9569 or e-mail:
Mr_Bluegrass@comcast. net
for information and reservations.

GATE TICKET PRICES
4-Day Adult
$115
4-Day Teen (13-18)
$60
3-Day Adult
$90
3-Day Teen (13-18)
$45
Children 12 & Under FREE with
a paid adult admission.

Please send me the following Early Bird Discount tickets to the CBA’s 32nd Annual Father’s
Day Weekend Bluegrass Festival:
CBA Member Tickets
4-Day Adult @ $90
4-Day Senior @$80
4-Day Teen (13-18) @$45
3-Day Adult (Th/Fri/Sat) @$75*
3-Day Teen (13-18) (Th/Fri/Sat) @$38*
3-Day Adult (Fri/Sat/Sun) @$75*
3-Day Teen (13-18) (Fri/Sat/Sun) @$38*
Non-Member Tickets
____ 4-Day Adult @$100
____ 4-Day Teen @$50
____ 3-Day Adult (Th/Fri/Sat) @$80*
____ 3-Day Teen (13-18) (Th/Fri/Sat) @$40*
____ 3-Day Adult (Fri/Sat/Sun) @$80*
____ 3-Day Teen (13-18) (Fri/Sat/Sun) @$40*
•Please specify which 3 days
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Single Day Tickets
____ Thursday Only @$25
____ Friday Only @ $30
____ Saturday Only @$35
____ Sunday Only @$25

Name		
Address
City
State _____Zip
Phone			

____
____
____
____

Teen @$13
Teen @ $15
Teen @$18
Teen @$13

Camping Reservations:
____ nights Pre-festival tent camping
@$15 per night (first-come, firstserved) for a total of $________
____ nights Pre-festival RV camping
@$20 per night (first-come, firstserved) for a total of $________
____ RV space with full hookups
@$200 each (6/10/07 - 6/17/07)
____ Reserved space with guaranteed
electricity @$90 per
space. (6/11/07 - 6/17/07)
CBA Member No. ____________
Date of Order _______________
Total for Tickets ________________
Total for Camping _______________
Total Enclosed______________
Mail ticket order form, a SELF ADDRESSED, STAMPED BUSINESSSIZED ENVELOPE,   and check or
money order payable to the California
Bluegrass Association (CBA) to:

CBA Festival Tickets
John Erwin
2172 Vineyard Hills Ct
Vacaville, CA 95688-8732

Email

Early Bird Discount Ticket Order Form -- Deadline 2/28/07

NO MEMBER DISCOUNTS
ON GATE TICKETS.

For Credit Card orders visit www.cbaontheweb.org -- ABSOLUTELY NO PETS. NO REFUNDS.
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7th Annual Brookdale Bluegrass Festival at the
World Famous Haunted Lodge
By Mike Hofer
The Brookdale Bluegrass Festival returns December 1st & 2nd,
bringing back favorites such as
Chojo Jacques/Houston Jones,
Jimmy Chickenpants, Harmony
Grits, Mossy Creek, Faux Renwah,
Belle Monroe & Her Brewglass
Boys, and many MORE fine acts...
and YES, the Brookdale Lodge has
long had a name for itself on the

tour maps, and is a regular feature
on various programs proclaiming
the supernatural.
Come join us on the first
weekend in December, and you
will most surely hear the song that
tells about the resident ghost “Sarah”, out on “Highway Nine”... and
keep your eyes peeled.
Sponsored by Eric Burman,
Northern California Bluegrass

Society, Faultline Audio, and the
Brookdale Lodge, this show has
long been a favorite for the musicians. There will be a “jam room”
open to all, and open jams in the
entry hall are featured after 7:00pm.
An intimate setting, with fireplace
and friends, this presents a fine
time to be had by players and fans.
Last year brought together three
fine fiddlers, Joe Craven, Chojo

Santa Cruz’s Harmony Grits: Jim Lewin, Sonya Shell-Powell, Bob Kolb, Mike McKinley,
Jeff Bladwin

Jacques, and Cactus Bob
Cole, for a spirited session.
This is a wonderful chance
to meet the always friendly
bluegrass musicians.
Ticket info can be found
online at brookdalebluegrass.
com, as well as band links
and the lineup. Be sure to
see the new website, loaded
with fun facts and features.
You can order tickets by
email brookdalebluegrass@
hotmail.com with low prices
at $10 Friday, $20 Saturday,
and $55 for a two day pair.
There are rooms available at the lodge, through
brookdalelodge.com,
or
phone them at 831-3386433. Take Highway Nine
north out of Santa Cruz
(about ten miles). This venue
has a small stage with no bad seats,
full bar, and the famous Brook
Room for fine dining, which has a
stream running through it. Sunday
brunch will be served. There is also
a coffee shop, gift store, and market.
Sunday, we proudly present
what is, as far as we know, the
world’s only Underwater Ban-

Chojo Jacques
jo Contest, open to all, viewed
through a glass wall of the Mermaid Room located next to the
stage. Defending Champ Prairie
Flower vs. a gang of pickers. See
it to believe it. Yes the rumors are
true. (Just ask.)
Come one come all to the 7th
annual Brookdale Bluegrass Festival.
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CLASSIFIED
ADS
FOR SALE

ALLEN CAST TAILPIECES
-- for Mandolin, Mandocello,
Dobro & Bouzouki. Simply the
best tailpieces on the planet!
Made in USA! 530-346-6590
www.allenguitar.com/tpcs.htm
1978 DOBRO ‘THE ROSE’
MODEL 36S -- fine engraving on body; rose engraving on
back; impeccable shape; square
neck; all nickel-on-brass body;
OHSC. This instrument is in
like new condition, will send jpg
pics by email on request. $2,000.
Rob Shotwell 530-273-5879 or
email
rob5string@comcast.net

November 2006

Lost and found items from Grass Valley
Did you lose something at theFather’s Day Festival in Grass Valley in June,
2006? I just may have it. If you think any of the following items are
yours, please contact me at (209) 473-1616 or calbluegrass@comcast.net
to identify, and if it’s yours, we’ll send it on to you. these items will only
be held until Nov 30, 2006, at which time they will be donated to charity.
1. Watch with pink band
2. Man’s turquoise ring with date inscribed.
3. Stuffed bear
4. Hooded sweatshirt with logo
5. Horsehair tassel with beads
6. Memory chip
7. 3 pairs of sunglasses
8. 4 pairs of reading glasses
9. Single lens from glasses
10. Baseball glove
11. 2 hoop-style earrings (non-matching)
12. Binoculars
13. Needle-Nosed pliers

14. Religious pendant
15. Toy train
16. Gel bear
17. Pair small silver earrings
18. Nascar cap
19. Starbucks cup
20. Starbucks mug
21. Cloth hat
22. Child’s sweater
23. Fuzzy puppet
24. Disposable camera
25. Leatherman tool – initials etched in
26. Straw hat
27. Plastic insulated cup
28. Tennis ball
29. Metal Beard tool
30. Phillips screwdriver combo tool
31. VHS tapes of 2005 Father’s Day Festival
A huge thanks to all of the honest folks that turned these items in.

LESSONS
BANJO LESSONS IN BAY AREA
from Bill Evans. Rounder recording artist, Banjo Newsletter columnist and AcuTab author. Beginners to advanced; Scruggs, melodic
and single-string styles, back up,
theory, repertoire. Lessons tailored
to suite each student’s individual
needs, including longer evening or
weekend sessions for out-of-town
students. Over 20 years teaching
experience. Albany, 510-528-1924;
email bevan@nativeandfine.com.
BANJO LESSONS WITH ALLEN HENDRICKS of Hendricks
Banjos, the California Quickstep
and formerly of the South Loomis Quickstep. I teach all styles of
five-string banjo playing that can
be done with finger picks. All levels from rank beginner to accomplished player who may need additional direction to take his or her
playing to a higher level. Private
individual lessons as well as teaching your group to compliment
each other’s styles and abilities. I
teach at my own private studio in
the Sacramento Area. I also teach
in my home just north of Placerville. I play banjo, I make banjos, and I sometimes buy and sell
banjos and other stringed instruments. For further information or
to schedule lesson times, please call
916-614-9145 or 530-622-1953.

WANTED

BLUEGRASS BANDS with
terrific vocalists (male and female) wanted for a variety of
album length projects. We
are an independent label with
national distribution looking
for a number of talented bluegrass bands to join our growing roster.
Own recording
facilities are preferable. Contact:
comassola@yahoo.com.

CALIFORNIA LUTHIERS
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2007 IBMA Awards
NASHVILLE, TN – The Grascals continue to
ride an incredible wave of success taking home
the coveted Entertainer of the Year at the 17th
Annual International Bluegrass Music Awards on
Thursday, September 28, 2006 at the Grand Ole
Opry House in Nashville, Tenn. Their honors
come only one year after the group took home
the Emerging Artist of the Year trophy in 2005.
Winning in the Male Vocalist category
was Tim O’Brien, who also took the honor in
1993. O’Brien was also recognized for Song
of the Year with “Look Down That Lonesome
Road,” a cut from the Fiddler’s Green disc.
Rhonda Vincent carried home the Female Vocalist award for the seventh consecutive year, breaking her own record of six set with a win in 2005.
For a sixth year in the Vocal Group of
the Year category is Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver. Lawson was another multiple winner
of the evening, taking the Gospel Recorded
Performance trophy for “He Lives In Me.”
Ricky Skaggs & Kentucky Thunder continued wearing the crown of Instrumental Group of
the Year for the eighth consecutive year. Skaggs
was not only a winner as a performer, but as a
label chief. Skaggs Family Records released the
Album of the Year winner, Celebration of Life:
Musicians Against Childhood Cancers. The Album features a virtual who’s who of the bluegrass
world with 3 Fox Drive, Lonesome River Band,
Seldom Scene, Rhonda Vincent & The Rage,
Cherryholmes, J.D. Crowe & The New South,
BlueRidge, IIIrd Tyme Out, James King Band,
Larry Cordle, Wayne Benson, Clay Hess, Greg
Luck, Aubrey Haynie, Marty Raybon & Full
Circle, Tony Rice, Ronnie Bowman & The Committee, Larry Stephenson Band, Blue Highway,
Gena Britt, Randy Kohrs & The Lites, Steve
Thomas, Scott Vestal, David Parmley & Continental Divide, Karl Shiflett & the Big Country
Show, Kenny & Amanda Smith Band, Wildfire,
Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver, Lost & Found,
The Grascals, Alecia Nugent, Carl Jackson, Jerry
Salley, Don Rigsby & Midnight Call, Bradley
Walker, Dan Tyminski, Bela Fleck, Barry Bales,
Joe Mullins, Bryan Sutton, Jim VanCleve, Clay
Jones & Keith Garrett. Bob Kelly, Jack Campitelli & Darrel Adkins produced the record.
Michael Cleveland & Flamekeeper were
honored in the Instrumental Album of the
Year for, Let ‘Er Go Boys. Cleveland also won
the prize in 2004 for Live At The Raged Edge.
Not stopping at Album of the Year, Cleveland was named 2006 Fiddle Player of the
Year, a fourth trophy to add to his collection
The Steep Canyon Rangers won the coveted Emerging Artist of the Year, on the strength
of their latest release, One Dime At A Time.
Individual achievements were also recognized in the Instrumental Performer categories.
Rob Ickes of Blue Highway was named Dobro
Player of the Year for the eighth time. Jim Mills
was named Banjo Player of the Year following his
2005 win in the same category. It is his sixth
time receiving the honor. Missy Raines, who
tours with the Claire Lynch Band, once again,
took home the Bass Player of the Year. She, too,
has taken the award six times. Rounding out
the Instrumental Performers were Bryan Sutton,
taking his fifth trophy for Guitar Player of the
year and Adam Steffey, of Mountain Heart, doing his fifth turn at Mandolin Player of the Year.
The 2006 Hall of Honor inductees are the
late Sydney Nathan and The Lewis Family. Both
considered pioneers in their respective fields in
bluegrass, record shop owner Sydney Nathan
founded King Records in Cincinnati during November 1943 and would create one of the most
significant repositories ad distributors of classic
bluegrass recordings. The Lewis Family has played
a highly significant role in popularizing the bluegrass gospel genre and bringing it to prominence
since the all-family group’s formation in 1951.

New Breakdown columnist
Mike Strangeland presents
guitar tab for...
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Monroe-style
mandolin camp
- Owensboro, Kentucky

By Kit Burton
I just returned from the first-ever Monroe-style
Em
D
G
Em
mandolin camp and I am still high as a kite. Three
13
days packed with bluegrass mandolin instruction in the
Sl
Sl
0
0
0
5
3
2
2
5
3
0
0
0
0
3
3
5
5
5
5
3
0
3
3
5
5
5
5
heart of Bill Monroe country will really do that for you
T
if you are interested in the roots of bluegrass mandoA
B
lin.
Conducted by the International Bluegrass Museum in Owensboro, Kentucky, the camp was announced in January. My camp actually was the second
camp, a week later than the first one. So many pickers
signed up immediately that the organizers established a
1.
second session which was also filled shortly after it was
announced. There were 40 players in the first camp
and 45 in the second camp.
I arrived at the hotel on Thursday after dark and
as I checked in there were probably 20 people jamming
in the adjacent room. Jam sessions are good places to
learn, even if you are in over your head. I sat in for a
while, watching, listening and taking mental notes.
D
G
Em
D
G
Friday morning I made my way to the museum to
16
register
and pick out some souvenirs before the actual
2
0
2
0
0
3
2
5
3
0
camp started. I was warmly greeted by the museum staff
3
3
0
3
0
0
3
T
2
0
2
0
and received a packet including a schedule of the weekA
4
end’s events. The approximately 90-minute sessions
B
were divided into three levels: beginner, intermediate
and advanced. Topics ranged from an introduction to
Stoney Point - Traditional
Bill Monroe’s style to analysis of the stages of his musical life. There were classes in Monroe’s interpretation
of fiddle tunes, the blues, rhythm and timing, compo2.
sition, and much more. Attendance in classes was not
Page 2 / 3
restricted, and skill levels were self-determined.
Instructors included the nation’s premier Monroe-style mandolinists. Mike Compton, my personal
favorite, was there for both camps as were his protégé
We hope you’ll enjoy this monthly
David Long, and Skip Gorman. Frank Wakefield had
heart by-pass surgery just prior to the first camp and
column. If you have a request for
unfortunately was unable to attend. In his place was
Roland White. Red Henry taught at the first camp
D
G
tablature for tunes that are in the
but scheduling prevented him from being at the second
19
public domain let us know.
camp where his replacement was Butch Waller.
T
Except for starting a little after noon on Friday and
2
0
2
0
A
stopping
in mid-afternoon on Sunday, the weekend’s
4
B
activities began at 9:45 and lasted until 9 or 10 pm.
Friday night featured a composition showcase where
teachers and students were encouraged to present their
original musical creations. When only a few students
were bold enough to offer anything, the class turned
into a teacher and student jam session. Saturday night
there was a faculty concert which featured all instructors, a group telephone call to the recuperating Frank
Wakefield, and was capped by an amazing rendition of
Dusty Miller. Former Blue Grass Boy Tom Ewing was
there playing guitar.
Mike Compton and David Long explained Bill
By Art Menius
Monroe’s simulation of old-time fiddlers’ shuffle in
“We are pleased to join the Academy of Country Music in
The Academy Of Country Music honored Country
adapting the old tunes to bluegrass. Many students
honoring the pioneering work of Bill Monroe by hosting
Music legend Bill Monroe last night with a posthumous
were fascinated by this subtlety and considered it to be
this presentation of the Pioneer Award on the Opry stage
“Pioneer Award,” given to the man known around the world
the single most important thing learned at the camp.
as part of our annual Bill Monroe Bluegrass Celebration,”
as the “Father Of Bluegrass Music.”
Other standouts were the explanations and discussions
commented Pete Fisher, Grand Ole Opry Vice President,
Monroe combined the sounds of folk, blues, jazz, and
of the music that influenced Monroe - the origins of
General Manager. “Although he left us just over 10 years
gospel music with his high lonesome vocals and a driving
bluegrass. The opportunity to jam into the wee hours
ago, his name and his music can be heard almost every
rhythm he orchestrated on his mandolin to define a new
with like-minded and
weekend at the Opry.”
genre of music: bluegrass.
skillful musicians was
Upon
acceptance,
Some of Bluegrass Music’s most awarded were on hand
also special.
One reJames Monroe said,
at the Grand Ole Opry when Rod Essig, President of the
mark, which was typi“Thank you very much. I
Academy Of Country Music took the stage to honor Bill
cal, went something
appreciate that so much.
Monroe and present his son, James Monroe, one of the
like: “Just finding out
My father would have
Academy of Country Music’s most prestigious awards, the
the right way to hold my
been very proud.”
Pioneer Award.
pick was worth the cost
Those in attendance
Rod Essig said, “It is my honor to present this award to
of the camp.”
included
CherryholBill Monroe on behalf of the Academy Of Country Music.
On Sunday, after
mes, The Grascals, Jim
I find it fitting that we are here at the Opry, where a 28
the camp was over, two
Lauderdale, Doyle Lawyear old Monroe was introduced by Opry founder, George
fellow campers invited
son & Quicksilver, Jesse
D. Hay, and received not one, not two but three encores
me to accompany them
McReynolds and the Virwhen he took the stage that evening.” Essig continued, “His
on a visit to Bill Monginia Boys, Alecia Nupioneering sound has become legendary, and his contriburoe’s birthplace in nearby
gent, Ricky Skaggs, and
tion to bluegrass remains immeasurable. It is my pleasure to
Rosine, KY. I had wantRhonda Vincent.
Monroe Family home place
present Bill Monroe the Academy of Country Music’s Pioed to make the trip there
neer Award for his outstanding contribution to bluegrass.”
Continued on A-20
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Academy Of Country Music Honors
Monroe With ‘’Pioneer Award’’
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THE LUTHIER'S CORNER
By Roger Siminoff
Q: In your last column, you said something about “paper shims” along with the last
photograph. What are they for?
A: Thanks for picking up on that detail. The paper shims are there to help remove the
backboard from the instrument without going through major surgery to get it off. But
before I get too deep in the discussion, let me point out that this is just for test and prototype instruments, not for finished instruments that are to be continuously played. Over
the years, I have built many test mandolins and guitars to evaluate the size and location
of braces and tone bars, the thickness and shaping of bridgeplates, the thickness and
graduations of soundboards and backboards, etc. In order to evaluate the outcome of
the structural changes, I’ve needed to assemble the instrument and put it in a “complete”
condition so it could be strung, played, and heard. This necessitated gluing on the backboard. If I used any of the conventional glues, I would have had to go through a tedious
and somewhat destructive process of opening the seam between the backboard and rim
with the hope that everything would separate without damage. Using paper shims makes
this an easy task. The shim is basically a big paper gasket, cut to the shape of the rim and
kerfed lining, and glued between the backboard and the rim. Of course, it is glued to
the headblock, point blocks, and tailblock as well. When glued in place, the structure
is as sound and strong as if it were a wood-to-wood connection. Then, after I do my
acoustic tests, I place a razor into the paper shim and split it easily all around to remove
the backboard. When I get to places where the razor can’t reach deeply enough to cut all
the way through the paper, I use a thin spatula or just try to tear the paper as I pull the
backboard away. The photo I showed last month (and I’ll show it again here as Fig. 1) is
of a mandolin that had the backboard removed a dozen or more times. Rather than going
through the effort of sanding or scraping off each paper shim remnant after I opened the
instrument, I’d usually just glue in another shim until the build up of residual paper got so
great that I had to sand it down to the wood again. In Fig. 1, you can see there are about
5 or 6 layers of paper showing.

There is a fun part to the story. Some time
after learning the paper shim technique
from Jim, I went to meet with him in Connecticut to discuss a project we were working on. I brought along a mandolin so that
I could get his opinion on some unusual
things I had done. Of course, my mandolin
had a backboard glued on with paper shims,
as he had taught me. When I pulled it from
the case, Jim broke out in a huge laughter
that I thought would never stop. He then
went into the lab, and he brought back an
Ovation test guitar he was working on in
which he screwed on the backboard the way
he learned from me!
Q: Is there some special reason that
soundboards for mandolins, guitars, violins, and so on have the grain going in the
direction of the neck?
A: There are a few good reasons for having
the grain run parallel to the length of the
instrument; some of them are structural and
others are acoustical. But, all of the reasons
relate to how the bridge interacts with the
soundboard.
Structurally, if the soundboard’s grain were
to be parallel to the axis of the bridge, there
is a very good chance that load from the
bridge, aligned to the direction of the grain,
would make the soundboard would crack
through its grain.
A bridge either sits on (movable bridge) or
is attached to (fixed bridge) the soundboard.
On movable bridge instruments, the area of
the bridge feet is intended to straddle the
soundboard to distribute the bridge’s load
over a wide area. If it did not do this, it
could either force the soundboard into a severe depression, or puncture it (if the bridge
foot was small enough).

Fig. 1. Paper shims are used between the backboard and the rim so that the backboard
can be easily removed for further testing.
I got the idea of using paper shims from Jim Rickkard back in the early ‘70s. Jim was
Ovation’s acoustical engineer then and was also a columnist for me when I had FRETS
Magazine. Prior to using paper shims, I was attaching the backboards with screws (Fig.
2). To reduce wear and tear, I used machine screws that went through the backboard and
into a solid (rather than kerfed) lining that had T-nuts set into it to accept the screws.
Although using screws was as effective and strong as the paper shim, it was a bit more of
a hassle if I wanted to change the backboard. Using a different backboard meant carefully
drilling new screw holes. With paper shims, I didn’t have to worry about screw hole alignment - I just had to glue on a backboard, and I was done.

Fig. 2. This test mandolin has a backboard that was attached to the rim with screws
(screws were used in every hole before the instrument was strung).

Typically, in movable bridge instruments,
the bridge feet are positioned over the tone
bars (F5-style mandolin) or one foot over
the bass bar (viol family instruments). So,
the second job – the acoustical aspect - is
to couple the bridge to components of the
soundboard for effective transmission of energy across the soundboard.
On fixed bridge instruments (e.g., acoustical guitars), the bridge is attached directly to
the soundboard and there is a severe torque
or twisting force exerted to the soundboard
where the bridge is attached. If this severe
torque load were exerted across the grain,
there is a good chance the soundboard
would crack through the grain.
There is a key acoustical issue, however, and
this discussion brings up the word anisotropy. The anisotropic properties of wood
refer to the difference in the speed of energy transmission through the wood across
the grain and with the grain. Spruce has an
anisotropic ratio of about 10:1; sound energy travels with the grain 10 times faster
with the grain than it does across the grain.
By comparison, maple has about a 4:1 ratio;
sound energy travels with the grain about
4 times faster than it does across the grain.
This means that wood is more supple going
across the grain than with the grain, and
this supple quality is very important to the
rich production of sound. If the soundboard
were very stiff, the instrument would sound
muffled and very “thin.”
With this in mind, we get a better idea of
why the classic instruments have developed

over time
w i t h
bodies
that are
longer
than they
are wide.
In fact,
armed
with the
knowledge that spruce has a 10:1 anisotropic ratio, one would think that the ideal
body proportion for an acoustic instrument
should be 10 times longer than it is wide.
Looking at the various instruments in the
viol family, we can see that the great classical luthiers considered these attributes when
building long slender bodies (although the
length to width ratio of viol family instruments is only about 4:1).
Q: I’m following your tap tuning methods
and using a Peterson 490 strobe tuner,
and I am trying to figure the difference
between the frequencies of two notes. I
have a backboard that is a 3rd octave F#
-47 cents. Since 3rd octave F# is 185Hz, is
the -47 cents a fraction? How do I calculate it in frequencies? I’m stumbling making sense of cents and hope you can help.
A: Just to set the stage on this for our Breakdown readers, yes, 3rd octave F# is 185Hz
(that is, 3rd octave F# is a note that pulses
185 times per second). Most familiar to everyone is the A440 note and it is 4th octave A. It is a note that pulses 440Hz or 440
times per second.
Cents are the hundred steps between each
note and while they can be measured in
frequencies, they are not actually frequency
specific. That is, rather than being predicated on frequencies, they are simply 100
steps between notes. So, there are 100 cents
between C and C#, 100 steps between C#
and D, and so on. So, a note that is F# -47
cents, is about 50% flat of the F#; or, about
halfway between F# and the E below it.
Now, having said that and making it sound
simple, it’s actually a bit more complex than
that because the musical scale is actually a
logarithmic one based on a formula known
as the 12th root of 2. And, the 100 cents
between each tone are also calculated on the
same logarithmic scale. So, determining the
exact numerical value of the frequency is
more complex than is stated here, but your
Peterson 490 will show you how many cents
sharp or flat the note is.
See you next month
© Copyright 2006, Roger H. Siminoff, Arroyo Grande, CA.
If you have questions you would like answered, please email: siminoff@siminoff.
net, or write to Roger Siminoff, PO Box
1138, Arroyo Grande, CA 93421.
Roger Siminoff was the founder of Pickin’
and Frets magazines and has written several
books on instrument set-up and construction. His latest text, The Ultimate Bluegrass
Mandolin Construction Manual (Hal Leonard Publishing) is now available at most
music stores and luthier supply houses. For
more on Roger Siminoff, Siminoff Banjo
and Mandolin Parts, Gibson and Lloyd Loar
history, visit his web site at: www.siminoff.
net.
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Frankie plays Prucha, how about you???
Frankie Nagle
with her Prucha “Fall In Love”.
Now playing with
Donner Mountain Bluegrass Band
& Pupville.

www.pruchabanjos.cz/

Highest quality old world craftsmanship
Banjos, Mandolins & Parts.

available from...

Greg Boyd’s
House of Fine Instruments
www.gregboyd.com
406/327-9925
Help build a stronger folk music community on the west coast while
advancing your career and gaining valuable contacts at the same time!

• Workshops

• Performing Artists

• Panels

• Presenters

• Seminars

• Record Industry

• Exhibit Hall

• Agents & Managers

• Showcases

• Media

• Reception

• Arts Administrators

• Jamming

• Folk Societies/Clubs

• Sponsorships

• Folklorists

• Volunteer Opportunities

• DJ’s

3nd Annual Conference
November 17-19, 2006
Sacramento Marriott
Rancho Cordova, California
Saturday’s luncheon will include the presentation of the
2nd Annual FAR-West “Best-of-the-West” Awards
Join the best of the west at the 3rd Annual Folk Alliance
Western Regional Conference. Meet the people who are
making things happen in folk music from all over the West.
Learn how to build your community, career and contacts
while making and listening to music with your peers.
Showcase opportunities abound and it's very affordable.
For more information, visit www.far-west.org
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STUDIO INSIDER -- Conferences and organizations of interest (continued)
By Joe Weed
In this and last month’s “Insider,” I’m passing along the names
of some organizations and conferences that I’ve found helpful, both
with studio concerns and with
bluegrass/music history interests.
If any of these seem intriguing to
you, then look them up on the internet and learn more about them.
Maybe I’ll see you at a conference!

The description of this year’s New
York convention, October 23-26,
lists “cutting-edge production and
post-production techniques and
an exhibit floor that showcases the
latest audio and video content creation technologies.” I’ve attended
an NAB show in San Francisco
and found it very helpful regarding
emerging radio trends and new audio recording and production gear.

Recording, gear, and technical
organizations

NAMM

AES
The AES (Audio Engineering Society, http://www.aes.org/) is the organization that helps the audio industry maintain a sense of cohesion
and direction. At their semi-annual conferences, which vary between
principal American and foreign
cities, audio professionals and researchers gather to meet with the
public and industry insiders. Researchers and manufacturers present papers covering emerging technologies, manufacturers show off
new products, and engineers and
producers showcase their work. In
addition to scheduled lectures and
paper presentations, there is an
exhibit floor where new and current products are displayed. I’ve
talked with some of the gurus of
the industry at AES shows, caught
up with old friends, and had a first
look at vaporware. This year’s AES
convention in San Francisco will
be held October 5 – 8 at Moscone
Center. If you’re interested, I hope
you caught my plug for it in last
month’s column.
NAB
The NAB (The National Association of Broadcasters, http://www.
nab.org) is if interest primarily to
people who work in the broadcast industries. If you’re active in
audio recording with the hope of
obtaining broadcast (you do want
to hear your work on radio, don’t
you?), then you will find some topics of interest at one or more of the
NAB’s conferences. A quick look
at their “events” page on the NAB
web site shows conferences in New
York, Rome, Dallas, and more.

The NAMM (National Association
of Music Merchants, http://www.
namm.com/) show is very much
an “experience,” to quote their
web site. It’s where hype, glitz,
promo, flashing lights, LOUD
music and over-the-top LA radio/
TV advertising type voices blare
on and on about products while
attendees wander bleary-eyed and
numb-eared through miles of aisles
stacked high with expensive displays accompanied by scantily-clad
young models beckoning them in
for a closer look. There’s an annual
show in Anaheim, CA, and there
have been summer shows in various other music cities, including
Austin and Nashville. Aside from
its hype, NAMM advocates for the
music retail industry, and has negotiated a health-care agreement
for members. The NAMM Foundation supports various altruistic
endeavors and provides funding
for some music research, and works
closely with music educators. New
products and approaching vaporware are well displayed at the annual show, so if you’re in town anyway, and your day seems otherwise
empty, stop by a NAMM show.
MacWorld Conference and Expo
January 8 – 12, 2007
According to the MacWorld Expo
web site (http://www.macworldexpo.com), “the Macworld Conference & Expo is the world’s most
comprehensive event for the Mac
operating system.” This may be
more truth than hyperbole. I make
it a point to attend every year, to
get a look at emerging technologies
and developing trends regarding
office technologies for the Mac,
and to chat with representatives of

some of the vendors who supply
my studio and office. “MacWorld”
has been changing over the years,
and is much more oriented now
towards the general consumer and
graphics professionals than it was
just a few years ago. Digidesign
no longer maintains a significant
presence, and gone are some of the
more esoteric audio industry companies (which can be seen typically
at the AES and/or NAB shows.) In
their place are many makers of iPod
products and computer peripherals, and major manufacturers like
Adobe, HP, Epson, Canon, etc.,
with workshops, training sessions,
and large displays.
Music, music history and recording organizations
ARSC
I first learned about the ARSC (Association for Recorded Sound Collections, http://www.arsc-audio.
org/) when I went to Cleveland two
years ago for a Society for American
Music (SAM) conference, where
the two organizations were sharing
space and collaborating with some
of their activities and presentations. If you’re interested in old recordings or recording equipment,
the history of the development of
the recording industry, or related
topics, then the ARSC is for you.
According to their web site, the
ARSC is “a non-profit organization dedicated to research, study,
publication, and information exchange surrounding all aspects of
recordings and recorded sound.”
They offer grants for research activities, as well as a meeting place
for “collectors, dealers, appraisers,
archivists, librarians, historians,
musicians, students, discographers,
reviewers, media producers and recording engineers.”
Austin Record Convention
The Austin Record Convention
(http://www.austinrecords.com/)
bills itself as “the largest sale of recorded music in the USA…Ranging from the 78’s of the 1930s to
the latest compact discs of today,
over one million 78s, 45s, LPs,
CDs, cassettes, posters and collect-

ibles (probably even a few 8-track
tapes!) are in the auditorium. Over
300 different dealers from all over
the USA and Europe are spread
out over 50,000 square feet of floor
space.” If you’re a collector of old
records, or if you’ve always wanted
to visit Austin to experience this
wonderful music capital, then why
not choose the Austin Record Convention as the catalyst to get you
there for a few days of music obsession? This year’s convention will
be held the weekend of October 27
– 29, and next year’s Fall gathering
is planned for October 12 – 14,
2007.
Musicologists, ethno-musicologists, and music historians

Society (http://www.afsnet.org/),
The American Musicological Society, (http://www.ams-net.org/) and
The Society for Ethnomusicology
(http://webdb.iu.edu/sem/scripts/
home.cfm). You can learn more
about these and other groups by
visiting their web sites and corresponding with officers or members.

There are several groups with a
focus on the study of music that
might be of interest to fans of traditional American music. These
groups tend to be academic in nature, with memberships comprised
primarily of college professors.
I’ve found the Society for American Music (SAM, on the web at
http://www.american-music.org/)
to be quite helpful in my quest
to learn more about researching
American vernacular musics and
about research techniques. Other
organizations worth looking into
include The American Folklore

Joe Weed records acoustic music
at his Highland Studios near Los
Gatos, California. He has released
six albums of his own, produced
many projects for independent
labels, and does sound tracks for
film, TV and museums. His latest
production, for Appleseed Recordings, is “Spain in My Heart,” featuring Pete Seeger, Arlo Guthrie,
Laurie Lewis, Norton Buffalo, Lila
Downs, and many other great artists. You can reach Joe by calling
(408)353-3353, by email at joe@
highlandpublishing.com or via the
internet, at www.joeweed.com.

Monroe-style mandolin
camp - Owensboro, Kentucky
Continued from A-17

but did not expect to be able to go.
Now was my chance and I eagerly
accepted. By the time we arrived
at the entrance to the property just
west of Rosine the gate was closed.
As we were trying to decide what to
do a pickup approached the gate.
After a short conversation the driver of the pickup told us to go on in
and to tell anyone there that it was
OK.
A half-mile or so down the
graveled road with dense stands of
small trees on each side we came to
a more open area with some buildings and a very large sign/map
showing Jerusalem Ridge, Rosine,
the cemetery where Bill Monroe is
buried, and the old home site just a
few steps away. Now restored, the
house where Bill was raised is set
back from the road with two old
Maple trees and a nicely trimmed
lawn in the front yard. On the
porch is a swing. We were taking photographs of each other on
the porch when a man walked up
and introduced himself as Campbell Mercer. Although at least one
hour after closing time Dr. Campbell (Doc) Mercer gave us a very
thorough and fascinating tour inside the house which now contains
much of the furnishings from Bill’s
youth.
After the tour Doc invited us
to his house located a short walk
down the road. Beans and barbequed pork were on the stove and,

after meeting Doc’s wife, Julie, and
children, we sampled some of the
food that was being prepared for
the Jerusalem Ridge 2006 Bluegrass Celebration (festival) scheduled just 2 ½ weeks away. Doc
Mercer is the driving force behind the festival, the Bill Monroe
Foundation, the Monroe Brothers
Foundation, the Rosine Project,
the bluegrass band Cumberland
Highlanders, and America’s only
regular bluegrass TV program, the
Cumberland Highlanders’ Show
on RFD-TV. Most of this I did
not know until Tuesday when I
checked out some of Doc’s websites. After supper we were treated
to a mini-concert from Doc and
Julie and then, because Julie had to
get the children ready for bed, Doc
and the three of us campers played
one Bill Monroe tune after another
for at least an hour.
As I boarded the airplane at
Owensboro airport in the morning I was just beginning to comprehend the amazing adventure
of the camp and the unforgettable
visit to Bill Monroe’s home place.
The International Bluegrass Museum wants to conduct the camp
again next year. If they do, you can
bet I will highly recommend it to
anyone that asks me about it, and
I’ll probably bend the ears of some
that don’t ask, too.
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J.D.’s Bluegrass Kitchen

By J.D. Rhynes
Howdy, Howdy, Howdy!
It’s a dark and stormy morning here on my mountain today.
The clouds are perched on top of
the Ponderosa Pines, and it’s been
pouring rain since 4:00 AM. That
first downpour of rain hit the carpet
of dry Oak leaves out side my bedroom window like Buckshot, and
I’ve been wide awake ever since!
Soooo, out of bed, turn on the
fire under my big ‘ol speckled pot
of Cowboy Coffee that I built the
night before, get cleaned up, dress,
and have that first cup of wonderful
awakeness! That first cup of Coffee
in the morning is wonderful, but
there’s just something about the
first rainstorm of Fall that makes it
even more special! We all have our
early morning routines that we go
through every morning when we’re
at home alone or with family, and
it usually involves fixing yer Coffee, going to your “special place”,
and getting real snuggly warm, and
being left THE HELL ALONE!
Am I right? Of course I am!
This morning, I fixed my cup
of Joe, opened the front door and
set here and watched it rain. The
woods smell so sweet during the
first rain, I only wish that I could
bottle it, so I could enjoy that heavenly smell during the hot days of
summer.
Well folks, it’s the first week
of October as I write this month’s
column, and this time of year always brings back fond memories
of my friend Rose Maddox. It
was Columbus Day weekend that
I first met and played with her at
the Marin Co. Folk and Bluegrass
Fest. at Fort Baker/ Cronkite , that
the National Park Service used
to put on. I was playing Bass for
Vern Williams and we were Rose’s
band for three glorious days! That
was back in 1979, and I wonder,
where has 27 years got off to? It’s
hard to believe that it was that long
ago, and every fall at this time, the
memory of that weekend seems to
grow stronger and more vivid in
my mind. I guess it’s because we
wish that we could go back and
redo our favorite memories, and as
we get older, we know we can’t, but
that doesn’t stop us from dreaming!
That weekend will always be one of
my favorite musical memories!
Another thing that stands out
in my memory of that weekend,
was the wonderful meals that were
provided for the bands! We were
housed in the Army barracks and
they fed us in the mess hall. The
Park Service had contracted with
a catering company to cook and
serve us three meals a day, and boy
was it great! Vern always remarked
that the band as a whole gained
about a 100 lbs. that weekend! If
we weren’t playing we were eating it
seemed! Plus they payed us a ton of
$ to boot! (That was the only good
thing that the Carter Administration ever did in my opinion) Just
thinking about those great meals
has throwed a case of “the slobbers”
on me, so lets get down to “makin’
medicine” over some good vittles!

November means Thanksgiving,
my most favoritest of all the Holidays! I guess that it’s my favorite,
because it is America’s Holiday, a
Holiday that no other nation celebrates. It also brings back a lot of
wonderful memories of Thanksgiving’s past. Memories that are gone
forever, but mean so much to us
all. We can all remember the Holidays of our youth, when all or most
of our immediate families were still
alive. How we used to set up at
least three tables to accommodate
all the cousin’s, aunts, and uncles
that gathered every fall at my parents house to celebrate our lives as
one big family. All of the old folks
have gone on to their reward, so
that leaves all of us “younguns” to
carry on the tradition, and carry it
on we will! Of course we’ve got to
start out with a roast turkey recipe,
and here’s one that is as easy to fix
as fallin’ off of a peeled foot log
over ‘ol PINEY Creek!

Herb RoastedTurkey

1 Reynolds Oven Bag,
Turkey-size
1 tbsp flour
2 stalks celery, sliced up
1 med. onion, sliced
12 to 24 lb. Turkey, yer choice
in size
Vegetable oil
1 tbsp dried sage
1 tsp dried thyme
1 tsp dried rosemary
1 tsp seasoned salt

1/4 cup crushed Saltines, 8-9 
crackers
2 Tbsp grated Parmesan cheese
1 Tbsp butter, melted

Place squash in a saucepan,
cover with water, bring to a boil,
reduce to a simmer for 20-25 minutes, till tender. Drain well, mash
good. Mix in the mayo, onion,
egg, sugar, salt, and pepper. Turn
into a greased 1 qt. baking dish.
Combine the cracker crumbs,
cheese, and butter. Sprinkle over
the top, bake uncovered at 350
F for 30-40 minutes. 6 servings
for normal people or 1 1/2 Banjo
pickers.
My mom used to use this as
one of her “special” recipes, and she
would fix it for holidays, birthdays,
etc. It sure hits the spot on a cold
winter evening for supper. I guess
you could call this one of the original “comfort” foods.
When the holidays came
around every fall, there was always
a big crowd of kinfolks that started
showing up around 7 or 8 in the
morning. Mom would cook up a
special breakfast that was almost as
big as the dinner itself. We usually
didn’t eat supper until 6 or thereabouts, so a substantial breakfast
was a must to get through the day.
There was the usual huge platters
of bacon, sausage, ham, eggs, fried
taters, and Biscuits or hotcakes.
One fall, my mom read of making
french toast, and so from then on,
we would have French Toast occasionally. Mom said it was easier to
fix than biscuits or hotcakes, and if
there was one thing my mom liked
it was the easy way to cook. Easy
is good, Mom used to say! Well,
I don’t have the same french toast
recipe my mom used, but here’s one
that will make your Thanksgiving
breakfast stand out in the memory
of your family and friends!

Preheat oven to 350. Shake
the flour in the oven bag. Place
in a roasting pan. Add veggies
to oven bag. Clean and wash the
Turkey real good, pat dry. Brush
the Turkey with Oil, combine seasonings and rub all over the Turkey. Place Turkey in the bag on
top of veggies, close bag with tie
provided, cut 6, 1/2 inch slits in
top of bag. Insert meat thermometer into inner thigh through slit
in the bag. Bake until thermomGolden French
eter reads 180 F. Let stand 15 
Toast
minutes in bag before carving.
1/3 cup fresh
Orange juice
Now, how easy can that be? 1 tsp grated
When you use one of these oven
Orange peel
bags, your Turkey will come out 4 eggs
nice and juicy and moist every 1/2 tsp ground
time. There’s nothing worse than
cardamom
to bake a turkey and have it come 1/4 cup butter
out dry as a mouthful of Cotton! 12 slices day old
Yuck!!! Dry Turkey doesn’t even french bread--- 3/4 
make a decent sandwich! This is inch thick
the best and easiest recipe you can
use with almost foolproof results!
Combine juice,
Now for wonderful side dish peel, eggs and carthat my momma used to fix for damom. Beat well.
holiday dinners. This dish is one of Melt Butter in a
my all time favorites, and you can 13x9x2 inch pan in
even spread some of this on bread the oven. Remove
to liven up those left over Turkey from oven. Dip both
sandwiches!
side of bread in batter and place in the
Butternut Squash Bake
pan in a single layer.
1 butternut squash, peeled, seed- Bake at 450 for 10
      ed and cubed, about 2 cups
minutes,
turning
1/2 cup Mayonnaise
once. Serve with pip1/2 cup minced onion
ing hot Maple Syrup
1 egg, lightly beaten
and unsalted Butter.   
1 tsp sugar
A breakfast fit for a
salt and pepper to taste
king!

When you start out
your Holiday with a breakfast such as this, it can only
get gooder! Top it off with
a big cup of hot Cowboy
Coffee, and son you’re on
top of the world!
It wouldn’t be a complete Holiday supper unless
you have a dessert that fits
the occasion. Now there are
desserts and there are desserts, but there are none so
special as this next one! Some of
the fanciest sounding desserts are
some of the easiest to fix, and this
one is no exception. I had this dish
one time in a nice restaurant, when
and where I cant remember. I do
remember that I loved it and when
I came across this recipe, here says
I, is my Thanksgiving recipe for
dessert!
So here’s how to whip some:
Caramel Apple Dumplings
Dumplings
1 1/4 cups flour
1/4 cup sugar
1-1/2 tsp baking powder
1/2 cup milk
2 Tbsp Butter, melted
1 tsp vanilla extract
1 cup of tart Apples, peeled and
diced
      
Combine flour, sugar, and
Baking powder. Add milk, butter and vanilla. Stir good, fold
in the Apples. Drop by heaping
teaspoonfuls into boiling sauce.
Cover and cook over low heat
about 8-10 minutes. Test with
knife, done when knife comes
out clean.
Sauce
1-1/2 cups water
1 cup packed brown sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract
1/2 tsp salt
   Combine all sauce ingre-

JD Rhynes

photo: Bob Calkins
dients; bring to a boil, stirring
constantly. Serve these with a
big scoop of whipped cream or
ice cream on top. It don’t get any
gooder than this!
Well folks, there you have the
Thanksgiving menu for Bluegrass
Acres this year. I hope that you get
a chance to fix some or all of these
for yer family and friends. I’m sure
that they’ll like ‘em as much as my
family does.
I pray that your year has been a
good one for all of you folks. Mine
has been a pretty rocky one at
times, but with the love and support of all of my Bluegrass family I
have made it this far again. I’d like
to take this opportunity to thank
all of you for your prayers and support. I don’t know what I would
have done without all of you
pulling for me. I thank you with
all of my heart. Please keep all of
our service men and women who
are in harms way in your prayers,
that they may come home to their
families in safety once again. Until
next month, may GOD grant us
all peace and health.
Yer friend, J.D. Rhynes

Darrell Johnston
Kids Instrument
Lending Library
The Darrell Johnston Kids Instrument
Lending Library was established in
memory of CBA’s former Treasurer who
died suddenly in 2004. He was a generous
man who loved music and was especially
fond of the Kids on Bluegrass and helping
young people acquire instruments to play
Bluegrass Music.
Darrell made the first instrument
donations to the program that would later
become the Kids Instrument Lending
Library and supported the program with
his wallet and his heart.
Aimee Anderson playing the first fiddle
from the lending library on the CBA stage
at Grass Valley in 2005.
Photo by Bob Calkins

The lending library has collected donated
instruments, had professional luthiers set
them up to be played, and established
a program for lending instruments to
families for their children’s use.

To borrow an instrument for a child or for further information regarding this
program, please contact:

Sharon or Steve Elliott at 510-728-7613
or email kidslendinglibrary@yahoo.com
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Say Heeeeey good lookin’,
you’re ugly! . . Whoa! I didn’t see
you there, you caught me singing
‘Sup, Good Lookin’ by Jank Villiams. But you didn’t come here
to listen to musical rip-offs, you’re
here to hear how to rig up a festival
of your own!
So, last month, we covered
finding and choosing fairgrounds.
If you didn’t read it, that’s fine.
(Even though I said it was very important) You can hold the festival
at your house if you can’t get a fairgrounds. But that aside, let’s move
on.
Your highest priority after securing the location should be sanitation: toilets, showers, and trash
bins. Let’s start by talking about
trash bins. Just because there isn’t a
lot to talk about doesn’t mean they
aren’t important. Trash cans are like
bass players. You don’t notice them
until they are gone. You would be
amazed at how much trash can
pile up during a festival. Be sure
to place the cans in key locations:
one by the bathrooms, two or three
by the concessions, a couple in the
camping area, and one at the stage
area in case those high tones make
somebody queasy. Be sure it gets
emptied at least once.
Now for number two: the toilets. (Don’t worry, that was just a
coincidence.) What’s not exactly
necessary but is appreciated when

it’s there is real bathrooms. Real
bathrooms give the feeling of
home. (I mean how many of you
have a porta-potty in your house?)
Plus, it’s fun to flush, check out
your ‘camp hair’ in the mirror, and
meet friends. Also, be sure to have
plenty o’ port-o-potties. In most
fairgrounds, you will only have one
or two real bathhouses, and at a big
festival it can be darn near impossible to hold it in long enough to
make it. In this case, porties make
the journey oh-so-much more doable. Another great thing about
these mobile thrones is that you are
under no obligation to wash your
hands afterwards (because you
can’t). It beats the restroom where,
after you do your business, you
have turn on the faucet and let the
water run just so the patrons in the
other stalls think you’re washing
your hands. Well, I think a paragraph is way more than enough to
cover this subject (though I got to
appeal to the young ‘uns).
Showers: you don’t need ‘em.
Festivals are where you get in touch
with your animal nature! That’s
why I never, ever bathe at a festival. I don’t even stink! I just tend to
smell like the fairgrounds.
Make sure you arrange for
food vendors. “But Kyle,” you
might say, “there are so many different kinds of cuisine. How can
I please everyone without starting

Mike Tatar Jr.
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By Kyle Abbott

a Culinary United Nations at my
festival?” My advice is stick to what
you like to eat. More likely than
not, other people will be happy
with whatever you like to eat. However, if you are a Breathitarian, you
may have a problem. In that case,
I’ll make some choices for you.
First off, breakfast. Make
sure you have a doughnut stand!
Doughnuts, funnel cakes, deep
fried lard, basically anything you
can dip in coffee . . . and a big vat
of bubbling grease. I suggest the
former because everybody loves
doughnuts. Of course, if you’re
looking for something more classy,
some vendors make full breakfasts
of pancakes, eggs, bacon, etc.
Next off, lunch/dinner. I combine the two because whatever you
can eat for lunch, you can eat for
dinner too. Same goes for breakfast
although that isn’t as socially acceptable. For these meals, I would
recommend a BBQ stand and a
Chinese food stand. Chinese food
is good because it’s really filling and
it feels like you’re eating healthier
than if you’re eating at Burger King,
even though the nutritional value
is about the same. As for snacks, ice
cream has always been a personal
favorite.
So we’ve covered location, sanitation, and food . . . ination. Now
for Musication. I won’t include
jamming because jamming can’t be

on the event schedule, it has to be
spontaneously created by the jammers. I’m talking about bands. The
optimal band lineup will depend
on the nature, setting, and size of
the festival you envision. As a rule
of thumb, local bands will attract
local people, big names from your
state will attract the out-of-towners
, and big-name East coast bands
will attract the out-of-staters. I
recommend mixing in some local
bands with some big name bands
from your area. If you are looking
to attract the population of a small
city to your fester, include one or
two (I recommend three) big-name
bands. Think Ralph Stanley, Larry
Sparks, or Doc Watson—with him,
you’ll bring in all sorts of people,
ranging from bluegrassers to folkies
. . . and me. That said, even though
big bands bring in the crowds, they
are pricey. One way you can avoid
this, if you are feeling Lloydish,
is to announce that you are going
to have Rhonda Vincent, when in
actuality you just pop up on stage
and whip out a number on your
mouth harp. That will only work
for a one-time festival. . . and, if
you don’t mind a slashed tire or
two.
Wow! What a mega article!
Just think! You can put on your
own festival now! Give yourselves
a round of applause! To end this
on a different yet happy note, Let’s

Big ‘K’ speaks the Grasspel
pull out a joke of the month: A
lady and her baby get on a bus. The
bus driver looks at the lady, and
then her baby, and then screams,
“AHHHH! That’s the ugliest child
I’ve ever seen in my life!” The lady
then, totally disgusted, marches to
the back of the bus to sit down.
As she was sitting there absolutely
furious, a man asks, “Are you ok,
dear?” The lady replies, “I’m so
angry, that bus driver just insulted
me.” The man says, “You go back
up there and give that bus driver a
piece of your mind, and I’ll watch
your monkey.” Heeyyyooo!!! That’s
enough.

Music that deserves
to be heard.
Eleven fresh songs by fiddle player

Mike Tatar Jr.
recently heard with the Grisman Bluegrass Experience,
Lost Highway and Laurel Canyon Ramblers
Musical contributions by:
Sammy Shelor � Craig Smith � Bill Evans � Eric Uglum
John Reischman � Mike Compton � Bill Bryson
Featuring the singles

I’m Going Across The Sea, Oslo Backwater
& Drunkards Lonely Child
To purchase, call: (510) 366-7116
or visit www.miketatar.com

Thank you CBA for your support!
© 2006 Mike Tatar Jr. TATAR BOY MUSIC, BMI. Manufactured by TATAR BOY MUSIC, BMI.
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MUSIC MATTERS -- Theory on a ‘Need to Know’ Basis

The Darrell Johnston Kids Instrument Lending Library is a
program for lending instruments to budding young musicians
so that they can learn to play Bluegrass music. You can
help our kids by donating instruments or money. The cash
donations will help fix what the luthiers can’t or even help us
purchase, if necessary, parts or instruments that we might not
get through donations.
To Make a Tax Deductible Donation, please send
check or money order payable to:
Kids Instrument Lending Library
c/o Ed Alston CBA Treasurer
P.O. Box 6954
Santa Maria, CA 93456

will kick in and make sense of the
(by then familiar) words for us.
We build on that.
Yes, we can understand how
the centipede panicked when confronted with such a huge task as
explaining the physiology and mechanical engineering concepts governing movement. No, we don’t
need to get into deep water while
we gain confidence that the water
will really hold us up. We don’t
have to absorb a total overview of
music theory while we are terrified
of showing our ignorance.
Fortunately we don’t have to.
Our lifetimes of semi-conscious ear
training rush to our aid, and we’re
comfortable at one level and soon
able to stretch further. Modern
technology as well as time tested
clichés, adages and proverbs (some
open to various interpretations)
also offer help. Another old proverb says, “By the yard, life can be
hard, but by the inch, it’s a cinch.”
Ah, listen to that awesome ‘G
-run.’ I wonder if Lester knew that
the scale intervals he consistently
pressed into our ears’ memories
were One, two-three-five-six-five
and, (high) one?
Happy picking to you.

Mark Hogan

We salute you!

For your years of service on the CBA board
of directors. Thanks
for organizing the
Sonoma County Bluegrass and Folk Fest.

Is your membership facing
extinction?

www. cbaontheweb. org

CBAMembership@syix.com

Bethany McHenry sang and played her own guitar (signed by
Rhonda Vincent) at the CBA’s 2005 Grass Valley Festival. Other
children are not as fortunate.
Photo by Bob Calkins

times we stretch toward memorizing song lyrics or the elusive starts
of fiddle tunes. And sometimes we
secretly crave better understanding
of the principles upon which our
music is based.
So right about then, we start
looking around for an intelligent
(read ‘lazy’) way to organize all
our the available data / challenges
so that we conserve energy and effort and don’t have to continually
reinvent new wheels, discover fire
or solder hand-crafted tools we see
that we are likely to use again and
again.
If we’re observant then, we
see that music theory drifts close
enough for us to grab another smattering of understanding. Once we
get past being intimidated by alien
aspects of its jargon, we glimpse its
streamlining and efficiency-aiding
qualities. We observe how folks
who bother to master basic music
theory leap-frog ahead rather than
play at the same level for years.
We glimpse how once we master
music theory basics, we are able to
consider it a useful tool—not some
barrier to shut us out. We intuit
that it is possible to progress in
understanding music theory bit by
bit—we don’t have to swallow the
entire foundation whole. We can
chew on the parts that are relevant,
at any given time, to the music we
want to play. In our exploding
information age, instant technology can provide us ‘next step’ useful concepts anytime we’re ready to
take the next bite.
The phenomenon reminds me
of learning to swim at the ocean.
We know that water is basically the
same throughout the ocean’s huge
expanse, so we could get on a ship,
go out into the deepest part of the
ocean, jump into the water and
learn to swim there. But instead,
we wade at shallow beaches and get
comfortable with water that isn’t
over our heads. That shallow-water part is comparable to understanding that all our Western major scales have the same structure/
step-pattern.
So, even if we doubt we know
what that means, we can all recognize a major scale when we hear
one, and we can all memorize such
a seminal sentence. Then when we
need to understand it, our minds

530.741.1259

Help put instruments in the hands of kids...

Yes, both of these thoughts can
be true at the same time. A person
can be happy without understanding the assumptions and foundations upon which daily choices are
made. When unbendable schedules create time pressures that don’t
leave time for reflection, I doubt
we secretly wring our hands and
moan, “If I only had time to fully
digest that concept before I accept
its practical application.”
I use electricity every day—
rely on it, and never have understood it beyond elementary safety
rules (like don’t take electric appliances into the bathtub.) Similarly
I listen to physicists explain that
the chair I sit in is mostly empty
space, and that there are no maverick molecules haphazardly zapping the chair so that I fall to the
floor. I don’t understand that. I
don’t understand how blood circulates in my body and does its job
either. There are more things we
don’t understand than things we do
understand, and these don’t (most
of the time) leave us bewailing our
ignorance.
And yet, like babies determined to learn to walk, we humans persist in trying to develop
our potential, and we keep trying
to understand our world: we have
zest for the quest. Observe that
most everyone who gives projects a
real passionate try also happens to
be happier than folks who attempt
little. People who are ‘go-getters’
are significantly happier than folks
who are content to be passive recipients of whatever is handed to
them without their expending any
effort. The point is that we are
made to be continually striving.
Just as our bodies slough off
old dead skin cells and grow new
ones every few months, our minds
continually yearn for and crave
new challenges. We aren’t happy
without them; our minds pester us
until we conquer these self-created
obstacles—and then we devise new
ones. “When the student is ready,
the teacher will appear,” beckons
reassuringly, promising insight on
demand.
Sometimes the coveted mastery for wanna-be musicians involves development of finger muscles, agility and flexibility, to be
able to play riffs smoothly. Some-

Carolyn Faubel

By Elena Corey
You could program and direct
your life primarily from old adages,
clichés, and well-known quotations. That isn’t a recommended
way to function, but it could be
done. To increase the entertainment value of such a way of living, you could balance one prechewed thought against another
that reflects a divergent view. For
instance, having “Look before you
leap” in close proximity to “He
who hesitates is lost,” allows whatever kernels of truth they each illuminate to assault your conscious-

ness simultaneously.
At a recent festival a long-time
friend made it a point to give me
his opinion re how unimportant
knowing music theory was for him.
“I’ve played fine without it—all my
life.”
He seemed a bit defensive and
clearly wanted my approval for
his stance, so I complied. “You
mean you think you’d be like the
centipede in the familiar poem?” I
quoted the quatrain:
“The centipede was quite happy
Until a frog, in fun said,
“Pray which leg goes after
which?”
That worried his mind to such a
pitch,
He lay distracted in a ditch,
Considering how to run.”
My friend laughed, relieved
that I understood and wasn’t judging him harshly for not being able
to recite jargon or interpret music
basics that his ears nevertheless
subconsciously understood. I quit
while we both were ahead.
But afterward, Socrates’ famous line silently pummeled my
mind: “The unexamined life is not
worth living.” I gave it its due recognition also.
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New All-Star band to play
Bluegrass Gold in Mill Valley

Ancient Tones: Tom Bekeny, Kathy Kallick, Bill Evans, and Cindy Brown
By Larry Carlin
On Wednesday, November 15th, at 8:30
p.m., the next edition of the bluegrass series
Bluegrass Gold will take place at Sweetwater
in Mill Valley. Bluegrass Gold is produced
by Carltone Music and co-sponsored by the
Northern California Bluegrass Society. The
headlining act will feature the grand debut of
the new Kathy Kallick-Bill Evans Band.
“The ancient tones” – elements of the ballads, dance tunes, and religious music brought
to this country by immigrants – is what bluegrass pioneer Bill Monroe said were the basis
of bluegrass. And Bay Area bluegrass veterans
Kathy Kallick and Bill Evans have formed a
new band based on just these elements. Kathy
and Bill have played together many times in
the past few years, and both have been making
contributions to bluegrass since the 1970s.
They’ve toured the country and the world with
their music, collaborated with some of the top
contemporary acoustic musicians, have an ob-

vious reverence for traditional bluegrass but have
recorded a number of their own compositions,
and have never forgotten to have fun playing this
music. Kathy led The Good Ol’ Persons for many
years, and also has her own band, The Kathy Kallick Band. Bill Evans was a member of the Dry
Branch Fire Squad, and has played in various Bay
Area bands such as The Bluegrass Intentions, Due
West, and his own band, The Bill Evans Bluegrass
Summit. Joining these two will be acoustic bassist
Cindy Browne (Due West, String Summit, Wake
The Dead), and Tom Bekeny (Done Gone, High
Country, The Kathy Kallick Band) on mandolin
and fiddle.
Don’t miss this exciting band when they
make their debut at Sweetwater, Marin County’s
premier nightclub as well as the home for bluegrass music in the North Bay. For more information call the club at (415) 388-2820, or go to
www.sweetwatersaloon.com.

